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Fear Not
The feeling of uncertainly as to what
the new year would bring in its bosom.
of weal or woe. was more pronounced
and wide-spread this time than perhaps
for some years.
Was this because of unsettled world
conditions or the general business depres•
s10n ~ \Vas it because of the utter failure of the nations in 1930 to agree upon
anything that would give hope of the
breaking up of the armed camp which exists in Europe? Or. was it because of
our drawing nearer the portentous year
1934. to which some students of prophecy have been pointing significantly, when
also the Reds of Russia and Mussolini
and his Black Shirts expect to have their
great programs ready) It may have been
for one or all of these reasons, and others
besides. that many entered upon I93 I
with a more serious mien than they had
shown in former years.
There is no escaping the fact that people in Amenca are more sober-minded
now than they have been for many a day.
And this is a good sign. It gives hope
of our seeing that revival for which some
have been praying very earnestly and for
which many others have been looking.
Until recently people have not felt their
need of God. They have had everything heart could desire, so why wo•ry
about God's claim upon their live&? But
now the pendulum is beginning to swing
the other way. Men and wome-n are beg111mng to think. Souls are seeking the
Lord. More time is spent at the altar.
171e testimony of our visiting brethren
from Britain has been that the acute unemployment situation which has prevailed
in the British Isles for the last few years
has been one of the chief reasons for the
remarkable revivals which have come to
that part
the world, resulting in the
gathering in of thousands of souls. The

or

17: l 3), and told her to make him a little
cake first. This certainly seemed a hard
and selfish request to make under the
circumstances, but, nevertheless, she did
as asked, and because of her obedience
in that dark hour, the barrel of meal did
nol waste and the cruse of oil did not
fail during the time of the famine. Some
people seem to really pride themselves on
their unbelief, their fear. If this widow
had feared to obey the prophet of God
she and her son would have perished.
Her faith brought continuance of life to
both.
Fear seized the young servant of
WAITING ON COD
Elisha at Dothan when he awoke one
"Waiting on Cod;>" It is sitting doD>n
morning to see a great host .,.,,jth horses
By the way lo rest awhile,
and
chariots surrounding the city for the
And learning the secret of perfect peace
express purpose of capturing his master.
In the light of a F afher' s smile.
But the prophet was not a bit perturbed
It is ceasing lo loole with anxious eyes upon learning of the situation and said to
ltim those same marvelous words. "Fear
On the trials of coming da);s;
not•· Upon the young man's eyes being
It is lurving the present to Cod alone
opened
by God he saw the mountain "full
With a heart overfull of praise.
of horses and chariots of lire round about
It is never a thought of "how" or "why" Elisha." 2 Kings 6: 17- Oh, that the
Lord would open our eyes to see how
In the matters of dailJJ life:
tenderly He cares for us and protects us I
It is simply letting Him talte His way
During the fearful storm encountered
Through the midst of all care and strife.
on the Mediterranean when Paul was being taken to Rome a prisoner, be stood
It is leaviJ1g eoerylhing in His hand.s
forth, after having been in seclusion with
To do as He seeth best;
Assured that He n<-'ller can mal(e mistal{eS, God for some time, and reported to the
mariners that all would be saved because
Al,, this is the perfect rest!-Anon.
an angel of the Lord had appeared unto
him and spoken those same comforting,
faith-inspiring words, ''Fear not." Acts
27:24.
What more startling and yet
8: I ) . and God showed him how to gain
a mighty victory over the enemy that had reassuring statement could Paul have
but recently put them to flight. The made as the ship was being tossed
widow of Zarephath was gathering sticks about like a chip? It gave the men new
to bake a last cake for herself and her courage and hope, and their escape from
son before lying' down to die. upon learn- the clutches of the angry waves was ining which Elijah gave her that same brief. deed miraculous. Jesus on one occasion
arresting message, "Fear not" ( I Kings
(Concluded on Page 15.)
Lord by this means has stopped the mad
rush to destruction of many a man. Our
observations during recent journeys would
lead us to believe that in America hearts
now are yielding more readily to the
voice of the Spirit and the time is ripe for
wmmni' of souls.
When Israel had met defeat at Ai,
through the covetousness of Achan, the
Lord spoke to Joshua, saying, ..Fear
not, neither be thou dismayed'' (Joshua
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WATSON AR CUE IN SASKATOON SASK.
~le were ve1y happy to have Brother
and Sister \Vatson Argue with us for
one special Sunday evening service in
December at Elim Tabernacle. A special subject was ar,nounced and the building was crowded out. Extra chairs were
placed in thl' aisle, an<l some pcop!c
stood during the entire sen-ice. Aboi:t
30 raised their hnl'lds for salvation ond
most of these caml' fonvard iind prayed
through to victory.
Our assembly is
mo\'ing along nicely for which we prars.::
the Lord. W i; are expecting great victories in the new year. C. B. Smith, pas•
tor.

Faith is the ,,;ctory J

To some who still appreciate the
need and the importance of vital and intensive religion, the suggestion of revival
is of tremendous value; lo others the
word is an enigma, and especially in the
i:eculiar times in which we li\·e.
·r he revivals that have periodically
characterized the history of the church
of Christ. prove that times of spiritual declension and religious indifference have
obtained and preceded each spiritual
awakening.
"The evening and the
morning were the 6rst day." Thus the
gloom preceded the glory of the light.
The creative order of our sphere was
produced from the disorder of a former
chaos.
As the foundations of the vatican
trembled at the thunder of Luther's
mes.~age, men exchanged their religion r:f
despair for righteousness imputed through
faith. In England the political corruption of the state and the carelessness of
the church were counteracted by the aggressive zeal of Wesley's message of holiness. hy which righteousness and religious
revival were inculcated into the life of lhe
notion and church. In· America Charles
Finney's preaching of human responsibil:ty resounded through the mists of
hyper-Calvinism and its exaggerated
theory of the divine sovereignty.
Today a post-war pessimism pervade3 the air. l he frightful and deplorable era of the great war. instead of
m:iking the world safe for democracv.
has been ~llowed by a sabre clashi~g
Europe. 1 he spectre of Communism on
the one hand and the extreme imperialism
of Mussolini on the other, is hauntini;
the minds of peace-loving people. Black
yenrs of industrial depression. a world
of economic instability, endless peace confc,.-ncc!-instead of soothing the people,
are ominous of fulure war and the doom
of our present civili1.ation.
'fhe sombre mine.s with their wheels
mot1onless, trucks no longer crowdin"
tl:e depots, and silence on the streets
L'.lncashire where once the clogs of th..:
cotton workers clattered. and where reverberated the rattle of the looms and
frames.
Idle groups of shipyard workers from the coasts arc here in Canada
a~d the U. S. A. The n~tural optimism of the people can not hide their at•
tempts to conceal the anxiety. The secular press and psychology are being employed lo produce optimism.
P:,s the nak_cd s~~age wears his fetish
agamsl the e\ll spmts of the jungle w~
find p~ilosop~ical butiness leaders' are
decorating their lapels with badg«:>s beur-

f

of

ing the inscription, "Business is good."
The existence of the badge gives the lie
to it:; inscription. A short time ago a
friend of mine conducted a funeral ser~
vice in New York State, and the undertaker actually 5poi"ted or.e of these emblems. The mental state that would
thus manifest itself is significant and is
sufficient C\ idence 1hat we ha\'e come
ne:ir the bottom of the toboggan slide and
a re,1val of religion is at hand.
Pentecostal believers oflt!n declare that
lhese are days of "latter rain." If
this is so, these ought to be the days of
profound hopefulncs~. "Ask ye the
Lord rain in the time of the latter rain."
The principle of prayer begotten revivals of religion. is still operative. "1f
l\ty people humble themselves and pray,"
God \\ill work. \Ve know this because
we have had the joy of seeing extensive
m ivals promoted in some of the most
difficult places with thousands seeking
~alvation.
V:'hat an opporlunity we have today
to demonstrate to an enfee!:i!ed world that
the old time religion is not a decrepit and
dcf unct piece of humbug, tolerated by
modern 1ninds out of respect for our less
informed Victorian grandmothers. It is
not merely an easily accessible inslitution
where the half-wit sons of the nobility
find the as~lum of a cou?1try parish with
a c?mparatively accommodating remuner.1!aon.
During ,_the great. war the 1>hilosophy
of tl1e music hall enJoincd us lo turn the
dark clouds inside out in order to discover
the silver lining. \\'e d:<l it ,1nd thus
provided ou_rselv~s with a tempor::iry and
nhnormal sllu~t1on. ·1 he silver lining
ha_s moved IJ('hind the clouds again. The
bnght~ess wa~ not permanent, for the
~nly ligl~t which can dispel our darkness
1s the Light of lhe World. ''The world
for Christ:• is an exaggerated slogan and
15
not scriptural. Uni\'ersalist tendencic,
~a,c perv.~rled_ the meaning of its in
\entor<,
Chnst for the world'' is a
beJtP,r term, an~ !h0 ~~h the application
~ tnc Go~1 15 mdi\ldual in characte.,
.e good tidrngs arc world-wide in thei1
extent.

:1

The . freakish manifestation of spiritu~h~m is the. reaction begotten of materialis,ic ~reaching. Fom1alism has failed
lo ~atzsfy th(' spiritual inclin;ition~ of
ou race so the bereaved have be,•n clasp•
cJ. to the spnctral
L . '
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Occupy Till I Come
By John Wright Follette
"And Ire called Iris Len sen>a11ts, and
deliverecl tlrem frn pounds. and said unto
them, Occupy till I come." Luke 19: I 3.
..For tire letter ki leth, but the ~pirit
gi'veth life." 2 Cor. 3 :6.
One beautiful and helpful phase of the
ministry of the f loly Spirit is lo take the
truth and make it alive to us. It is so

profound and spiritual t e a c h i n g.
While waiting upon the Lord in a
prayer meeting, the Spirit began to settle
down over my heart in such silence and
rest as I have not sensed in many days.
·r here is such heavenly quietness in the
hush He is able to bring over and into the
restless hear!. As I sat before Him with

the ages of six and eleven, it was my
prhilege to live on a farm. God is so
wise and wonderful in ordering our lives
and making "all things work together for
good." It was during those days He
taught me my first lesson in seeing, hearing, feeling, as l walked and played,
worked or studied in His great "out-ofpossible to give mental assent
doors." The nearest city was
to the letter of the Word and { ,...~......,.~~..~~~..✓;~.........~..~.....~ ~ , (..~✓.."'..~~--... ,..;of,~";>',~i fifteen miles away and was
believe it thoroughly, yet al
only reached by driving a horse
the same time miss a certain inover the long country roads.
spiration and heart touch which
lt was my parents' custom to
come only by the Spirit's work
dri\'e to the city every two or
in quickening and making real ~
three months, lo do the neces"i..
A Treat
\
the truths which we hold and
sary trading. On such days
even teach and preach. It has
we. as children, were left al
A new s1mes of adicles bJI the gifled Bible
been only during the past few
home to keep house and were
teacher, Donald Gee of Edinburg/,, Scotland, n,ho
years that [ have had light on ~' i, an Associale Editor of our publicatiom and who ~~ given certain tasks to do while
the Word concerning the secfather and mother were gone.
has greatly endeared himself lo the American Penond coming of the Lord. Dur- ~.. teccstal people during lhe last 3 or 4 _years, DJill begin ~", IL was just such a day the Lord
ing that time I have studied ..,, in the Afarch issue of "Word and W or//' and run "-' let me lwe over again in spirit.
~
'
~
and have been thoroughly ccn- ,"How well I remember the
through the year. They will cover a subject thc1t ~~
vinccd from the standpoint of {~ should interest ever31 Christian, namely, the "Fruit of
glee and secret joy we had in
prophecy and current events ~~ the Spiril."
thinking bow delightful it would
that we are living in the end
be to "keep house" and feel
Brotlier Gee writes that "Word and Work" is ~ free to go about the daily dudays of this dispensation. Oc- ~~
casionally the Spirit has quick- ,~ the 011/_y American maga::;ine to which he is submit- {~ ties.
At such times mother
ened some phase of His com- ~~ tin~ this series. Botli l:c and we are anxious that '~ gave us permission to go to
1/r.__se intensely interesting and helpful articles shall ~
ing lo me and strengthened my \\
bc readby the largest possible number of God's peo- ,.,
..,.., the woods for flowers, to pop
\,
faith and encouraged my heart
corn, or maybe play in the
to press on until He comes. Of ~' pk You cart as..~ist by making tlie good ne!lls known '{ brook.
How strong and
late I have been praying much ~~ lo your friends. if you can afford to do so, subcourageous we were ! To go
concerning the attitude I should ,.. scribe lo the magazine for one or two. It will be ;
to the end of the farm was notake in regard to the short ~~ money well inve.sted.
thing-we were so brave I The
time left and the seeming great
Remember, in America the articles on the • morning went quickly and at
n('ed, and what God might be ~~ "Fruit of the Spi, i(' 1oill appear only in "Word and
noon we ale our dinner in joyexpecting of me as my little ,... Wark." Don· t forge I lo rcnell> _your own subscripous spirit.
lt was a novelty
part to play in preparing my ~! lion, if it /103 expired, as you cannot afford lo miss ;
to feel ourselves alone. Maybe
heart for the home going. And ~~ tliis inspiring and edifying spiritual food. Also !find- ~.. my eldest sister would try her
so as light to my seeking heart ~t l:y liclp us secure nen• subscribers.
;~ hand at a new kind of pie or
and inspiration to my !pirit Ho! ~
~
pudding-it was such excel,
gave me this little vision. By ~
lent time for adventure, experiit He has settled some of the ~~,~~~">"","',~~;~.,..,.,..,."'.;."'~..--~,,.#,._~...,.,~~~.,.~~,~~~~~~,, ment and independence. The
questions I held concerning the
afternoon wore on and soon it
So. my spirit wrapp('d in silence so alive and was time to do the e\·ening chores.
future and also work and ,erivcc-.
trusting it may prove a help and blessing yet so still, my heart was seeking Him in My part was simple as I was but
lo others who look and long for I (is ap- rrayer and worship. The tenor of my a child.
But it mattered not if we
()f'aring, I pass it on.
prayer was thus: "Dear Lord. Thou art were small or not, we had our duties and
were taught to do them. For this trainI have no apology to make bt>eause the coming; I prai$e Thee Thou art near ...
vision savors of the farm and common- But in these momentous days. so full of ing I have been very thankful in the
place daily life. The picture drawn ne.d, what wilt Thou have me lo do~ years since. Again I lived over that
may be of very homely and ordinary set- \X;hat needs most attention? Whal word evening hour. I had to carry in the wood
ting, but it is as the Spirit gne it and has\ Thou for me?" Then He gave me 11nd fill the box behind the kitchen stove.
1
He knows what ministry to use in mak- so c early this word, "Occupy till I Maybe it would take three or four trips
ing the truth real. He kno,\ s the lan- come." This he spoke three times and my to the wood shed but I ltad to fill it even
guage of the human heart and the simplest he;irt was so happy lo hear His voice and when to do so. a trip for only two or three
approach to the place where we li,·e. to he••d His injunction. Then I con- sticks was neces.sary. Then I had to go
When Jesus taught, I am glad He used tinued to ask Him whnt He meant by for the cows and bring them up from th"
the natural. C\'Cry-day experiences and "occupy." It was in answer to this that lower p."\slure.
througl1 lessons in which He spoke of He gave this lesson.
And as the long shadows of twilight
birds. Rowe-rs, fields, cattle, sheep. and
He let me li\'e over in spirit a day of came creeping in, how my bare feet hurlillle children, He gave us the most my boyhood. While a child between ried over the dusty road. I wanted lo
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stop by the old rail fence to see a robin':.
nest which always pleased me so. I
wondered if the lovely eggs had hatched,
but the dusk was coming on and I had
to hurry. Then I must gather the egg~
and fasten the coops where the little
chickens were or maybe see that the duch
were all up from the brook. And as
the purple gloom moved in and the barn
and sheds were wrapped in veils v. hich
only twilight dusk can spin, my :wart
would feel a strange longing for mother.
How we would look toward the hill to
see if they were not soon commg. But the
chores were to be done and many times
if it were too shadowy we would be
tempted to neglect the nests too Car out of
the way. Some would be away back on
the haymow or up in the granary and it
took more courage to gather the eggs from
these places. So one would go with the
other and finally have the Jast chore done.
But how many times we would glance up
the road to the distant hill to see if
mother and father had come.
How strange that all the bravery we
had known during the sunny hours of the
day vanished. The desire to venture to
the end of the farm had gone; we did not
want to venture to the end of the garden.
The purple hills melted into still deeper
shade; the bushes. fence posts and trees
all so familiar began to assume grotesque
shapes and soon lost their identity in
dusky shadows. The little world in
which we spent the day was fast fading;
the brave spirit of adventure passed with
it and a strange loneliness stole over our
hearts and one wish possessed us--that
mother would soon come. Sometimes
they were late and we would have to
prepare the evening meal. But some way
the food did not taste just right and it
was so hard to swallow-ov.ing to a
lump which developed in the throat and
persisted in making itself known every
time we glanced toward the hill or
thought-"!£ mother would only co111c.'·
How little we were concerned then with
anything but her coming. No play however interesting, no duty however pressing
could di\'ert our attention from the hill
where our longing hearts looked for her
return. Even the necessary food which
hitherto had tasted so good and might
have been eaten with great pleasure lost
its A.a vor and we found little appetite for

it.
I wish I could tell the joy. the delight,
the ecstasy of spirit when finally we saw
them coming over the hill. How we
ran then to meet them and exchanged our
words of welcome even before they stepped from the carriage. Then as the
silent curtains of the night gently shut us
in, our little world seemed such a safe
place. The night had no terror, the
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shadows no meaning, for we were secure.
Now our hearts could rest-for mother
had come. How delightfully $imple is
the trust of a little child. How secure
and safe he feels when father and mother
are near.
Dear friends. this little picture of
such commonplace material needs but
little light or interpretation. Those of
us who are looking toward the distant
hill know something of the secret longing
which fills the soul. Our little day ( this
age) is fa$t ending; the morning of vision
and courage is spent Our forefathers
began the day's work years and years
ago. As well has the noon come and
gone. During those long hours filled
with shadow, sun and song, the work of
the church was established. \Y/e are now
in the twilight of the age. The long,
Jim shadows stretch their lengths across
the fields and nightfall is at hand. This
is not the hour for work which should
ha\'e been done twenty or even ten years
ago. The greal Lask given to the church
for her period has been done (faithfully
or otherwise) : we are now in chore time.
Those who have lived on a farm know
what that means. No farmer undertakes a heavy or lengthy piece of work
at chore time. The chores have a very
necessary place but they are short tasks.
So ours today is a short. quick work and
such as can only be done at such an hour
as this. I do not believe Cod is waiting to do some great and wonderful work
which will take twenty years to develop.
The hour is late and now we are to "occupy" until He comes-continue faithful in the duties to which He has called
us.
In this little ,·1sion He made me see so
dearly that it is not success He rewards,
not some striking or spectacular effect
which arouses the admiration of men.
No, the simple task well done as unto
Him. faithfully and in loving consecrated
spirit that is sure to be bl~sed by His
seal and reward. Now that He is near
is no sign that we ha,·e a right to neglect.
shirk or render lo Him careless service.
To speak in the language of the vision.
eYen though some nests be far out of reach
and our hearts are faint and weary, we
must not neglect them. Nor should we
feel they are not necessary-that maybe
tomorrow will do to gather the eggs from
them. Nothing is little in 1hat way to
God. He may send you to the end of
the earth on a $imple errand and at the
eleventh hour. He has need of eggs
tucked away in most forsaken places.
If He is calling you, trust His wisdom
and go. To "occupy" is to faithfully
trudge back to. the wood pile for the last
two or Ih ree st1c ks so necessary to fill the
box. May the Holy Spirit quicken us

lo heed His injunctions and give u~ happy
feet to run 1he short errands.
0 friends. how much darker do we
need the hour to be to put speed into our
spirit? We cannot tarry now to look
at the innocent bird's nest and count the
eggs or watch the mother bird feed her
young. Our time is past for the simple
and legitimate amusements. The twilight
gloom is purpling in the west: the little
world about us is showing its true char•
acter-it fades and passes away. Where
is your vision? Are you watching the
distant hill? How strange thif> loneliness
which creeps into -,ur hearts as we look
about and long for His coming. The
world is fast filling with shadows, and
e\·erything about us seems to be moved
out of its place. The gathering darkne$s
renders e~en the things we seem to know,
indistinct, uncertain, and doubtful. This
is not the noon hour nor is it afternoonwe are past sundown and are now in
twilight. ·r hat is why the uncertainty
and darkness fills our hearts with sickness
at the thought of lltaying here. This is
the homing hour and Christ is making us
lwmesick for His coming. Arc you not
yet conYinced that the "here and now"
is not all of life?

MY NE!CFIBOR'S BIBLE
1 am my neighbor's Bible.
He reads me n,hen we meet;
Today he reads me in my homeTomorrow in 1/ie street.
He may be relative or friend,
Or slight acquaintance he;
He may not even ~now my name.
Y cl he is reading me.

And pray, who is this neighbor
Who reads me day b_y day,
To learn if I am living right
And walking as I pray~
Oh. he is with me alwa31s.
To criticize or blame;
So worldly.u.•i~e in his ollm eyes,
And "sin_ner" is his name.
Dear Christian friends and brothers.
if we but only ltnew
How jaith!u/ly the world records
Just what we sa_y and do;
Oh, we would write our record plain.
And come in lime lo sec
Our worldly neighbor won lo Christ
While reading you and me.
-Joseph Wilson Bnrron.
Take the whole reproach of Christ and
YOU will get the whole glory of God.-

Watson.
''The Bible', business is to prove man.
not man·s to prove the Bible."
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Were You At The Cross?
By W alsorr Argue
''And silting down they u•atcl1ed him
there." Mall. 27: 36.
To me this is the coldest verse in the
entire Bible. ·1 here is something about the
human family that makes us want to htli>
the suffering. If you ~aw a child being
bitten by a dog or being hurt by a big
bully. you would rush to the aid of the
child. If you heard a drowning fl(.'rson
1
5
i~rahb~r::;eb:f1d\~;. ~~;~"::o~Jd;
your best lo rescue them. '-".'here was
this spirit when Jesus was hleeding and
dying on th e cro~? lnstead of helping
-what?
"And sitting down they
watched him there."
This was the greale~t moment in the
history of the world. It was the crucifixion of the Son of God. Running
through the Old Testament art- types and
prophecies concerning l lis coming. The
passovtr lamb, the serpent on the pole,
the high prirst, and verses like this, "He
was wounded for our transgre~sion~"were all to find their fulfillment in Him.
He came. In Bethlehem a h,,be was
born in a manger: in a manger because
He was a Lamb: in B('thlehem because
He was the "Brt'ad of Life," for Bethlt"hem means "source of bread."
Angels ttang in chorus as they wel.
comed His birth. There Y.as no room
for Him in the inn. A bright star in
the East guided the way of the wise men
as they came bringing their gifts of gold.
frankincen~e and myrrh. These were
really wi!e men who evidenced more intrlligence than many modem theologians.
Their gifts ~how Jesus a~ Prophet.
Priest. and Ktnfl. Gold was the most
appropriate gift for a Kin~. Frankincense, likt" punk, "as Usf'd by pri~ts at
the altar and was practically u5eless to
anyonr else. The oil of myrrh was alw,1ys u5ed when prophets were anointed.
As the years sped by, "Jesus increased in wisdom and stature. and in favor
with God and man." \Vhen twelve
year:; old He was found about His
Father's bu~iness in th~ temple.
He was baptized hy John in the Jordan. He healed the sick and raised the
dead. He fed the multitudl' and walked on the water. He blessed the little
children. l fo wrnt through the Gllrden
of Gethsemane and prayed. "ff it be possibl<", let this cup pass from me: nevertheless not as I will. but as thou wilt."
He was made to carry His own cross
and on it He was crucified. "And sitting down thry watched him there."
When the Savic>tir was born. d.ukness

;1!

turned to dny. When He was crucified,
day turned to darkest night.
You were not at the cross in peffi>n,
but you were represented in one of the
classes there. At the great peace confcrence in Europe we were not there in
pcr~on, but were repre~ented by the leaders of our nation.
..Let flim be Crucified"
0
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tion. "\Vhat shall I do with Jesus?"
cried. "Let him be crucified." \Vhen
Pilate asked why. they cried out loudly,
"Let him be crucified." Many are saying this today. l\1aybe not by their
words liut by their actions. and our actions usu.1.lly speak louder than our words.
Ewn for nil in thi~ cla~s. God willingly
ga,e I !is Son.
Y cars ago Albert Dreker guarded a
railroad bridge o\Cr the Pa~saic River.
One day as he was going to dose the
bridge. he heard the shrill whistle of an
approaching train. A second later he
heard a cry for help from his son who
had fallen into the river. For a tnoment
he heutated. wondering whether to sa,e
his boy or close the bridge and save the
lives of the pa~senger5. He dos~ the
bridge and thr train pas:i:ed in s:ifety.
but when he found his boy's body it was
too late. This father ga,·e his son to
save his friends on the train. Our
henen!y Fat her did more. He sacrificed His Son. not only to save Hi1
friends, but also His enemies. even those
who cried. "Let Him be crucified."

The Merry-Maleing Crowd
We read of them in ,·erse, 29 and 30.
They were a heartless lot. Instead of
comforting and helping a suffering Man.
their only concern wa;. fun and merriment at His expense. They bow~ their
knees in mockery, they spat upon Him.
ther ~mote Him with a reed, and they
were the ones who placed the crown of
thorns on His head.
I believe that ,,·hen the merry-makers
of today fill the places of amusement and
care more about frivolity than accepting
Jesus, they are again placing a crown
of thorns on His wonderful he.-id.
A young man returned home from his
mother's funeral. After dark he st.nted
to go out to spend the night in sin with a
gang of rough fellowi. The elderly,
feeble father pleaded \\ith the hoy and
went to the doonvar to sto1> him. The
ungodly lad pushed his father down.
st<·pped owr him and went out into the
darkness of the night nnd sin. \'(1e Min•

der how he could be such a brute and
show no appreciation for his mother's
care or his father's bleeding heart. The
merry-making crowd is like this. Are
you treating Jesus this way'?
The Indifferent Class
'They that pas.sed by reviled him,
wagging their heads." Verse 39. They
were just in the crowd with the rest.
l\laybe they didn't crucify Him. but they
didn't try to save Him. They didn't
care what happened. This is a dangerous attitude.
All vou have to do lo he lost for
ete1nity· is lo be indifferent. If you are
indifferent to the claims of Jesus you are
a ~inner and in a lost condition. \Vhen
I wa!I recently in Europe I ,isited the
battlefields and stood on "No m:tn's
land." Brother. sister. there is no "'.\lo
man's land" with God. Neutral we
cannot be. Jesus said. "He that is not
with me is against me."
If a man 1s in a row boat on the
ri,·er above \Jiagara Falls. all he needs
to do to be lost. is to be indifferent and
not pull for one shore or the other. The
sen!ible thing to do would be to pull to a
place of safety. pos~ibly a huge rock.
lf you are in the indifferent class. get to
Je,us as fast as you can. He is the
Rock of Ages. our place of ~fety.
"How shall we escape, if we neglect so
great salvation'?"
Modernists
Like the modernists today. the chief
priests tried lo strip Jesus of His deity
and divinity. Listen to their statements.
"If he be the King of Israel, let him
now come down from the cross." Verse
42. "He said. I am the Son of God."
Verse 43. I am glad there is no "if"
about it. Jesus was and is and alwavs
\\ill be the Son of God and the King ~f
kings.
Modernism as taught in manv of our
schools and churches todav is the work
of the devil. William Edward Hick~
man, who brutally murdered the Parker
drl. said. "When 1 accepted modernism,
I was rt.idv for my d~rading work."
Recently in Concord. North Carolina,
the mini~ters of a leadin~ denomination
had an annual conference. Their report
5howed that in 537 churches there had
licen onlv 52 converts in one vear. In
Great Britain the-re are 1.663.000 fewer
Snnd:iy School Scholars now than in
1906. A recent Con~e~ational Church
report ~how~ a lo~s of 30,000 members
annually. Why these ama1ing figur('~}
I klieve hecau~ of the work of the
moderni~ts. I helitve that the ungodlv
rrofessors and puloit oratorit who teach
modernism and destorv the faith of
Chri~tian$, are gre.,ter c·riminaJ9 than the
murderers in our !>Cnitentiaries. Thi~ i~
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a strong statement, but I believe it and
am sure you \\ill too after reading the
words of Jesus in Matt. 18:6: "Whoso
sh.<lll offend one of these little ones which
lelicve in me. it we:e better for him that
a millstone were hanged about his neck.
and that he were drowned in the depth of
the sea."

In verse 55 we can see thE' true
friends of Jesus al the cross. "And
many women were lherc beholding afar
off. which follond jcsl!S from wlilec,
ministerin., unto him." I belie\'e these
represent "the true church today. Their
hearts were Lroken. They bad followed
Jc!us, ministcrmg unlo Him. Later they
came to anoint His body. His friend:;
were few in comparison to the number of
His enemies. Thc:;e "omen were certain!,· not strong enough to oppose the
£oldiers who were crucifying Jesus, but
they did what they could to help Him.
Would you have been a true friend
had you been al the cro~s? If you are
not a true friend today, I doubt if you
would ha\'e betu one then. If you arc
in one of the 0th.er c!asses. you will be
puni~hed some day unless you repent. If
vou are in that class you need not fear
~ny punishment, for Jesus was punished
for you.
Years ago two young men ran away
from Christian ho:nes. They went to
th<' city of Chicago and here they met
one night in a place of s.in. ~11en they
learned that they were there under similar circum,tanC'es tht>y decided to be pals.
Soon they leh Chicago and went
south. stopping at cities and towns enrou~e to Mexico. In each new place
they visited the haunts of s.in. One afternoon they we~e seated with Mexicans
about a table in a gambling den in a
Mexic~n town. One of the boys thought
he was be;ng cheated and ro~e lo his
feet swearing and pounding his fist on
the table.
A Mexican thought it meant a fight,
so he pulled his revolver and shot the
boy. Tbe wounded lad fell to the
floor. As he did so he cried. "Pal. hurry
and get me out of heTe. I'm dying and
I wouldn't want my Christi<ln parents to
know that I died in a Mexican gambling
den."
The pal rushed lo his side, carried
him from the den down the road to a
little natural park of green grass and
trees. Herc he placed the wounded boy
and tried to comfort him. The boy said.
"Pal, I'm ~lipping, I'm dying, but I'm
not ready to go. If only mother were
here she would show me the way of salvation. You had a Christian mother.
can't you tell me one of the Bible verses
she used to tell you?"
The pal wam't a Christian himself.
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but he remembered Jobn 3: 16, and i,ts. He gives strong and emphatic
quoted it as best he could. The dying tcach:ng on the necessity of all exercise
bov exclaimed, .. 1 hat's it, I rememher of the gift of tongue~ being orderly ( I
th~t verse. 0 Jesus. please sa~c me now Cor. 14: 27, 28); profitable (\'er. S)
and in lo\ c ( ver. 16) ; so that all occa ·
as I believe."
After hearing the Bible ve1·sc and sion for public rep:oach is removed. Ver.
praying, he plc;ided, "Pal. won't you 23. On the other hand he is very caresins an old hymn'? Sing one your mother ful to a~sociate himself with those who
taught you and maybe I'll know it too." DO speak \,ith tongue$ ( \'Cr. 18). lo
The pal wasn't much of a singer. but give no countenance for quenching this
m nifcstation of the Spirit ( ver. 39). and
with tears in his eyes he britvely s~ng:
to show its v.ilue when properly exercised.
..Jesus Saviour, pilot me.
Ver. 2, 5.
Over [ife's ten:pes/uous sea,
This must be the position of every
Unl{nou>n D.>a\les before me roll,
tru
pastor and of e\ery loyal member_ of
Hiding rocq and trcac.h'rou$ ~hoal:
the assembly a refu~al lo be pushed mt.,
Chari and comp3.Ss come from Tl,ee,
either extreme. Balance must be mainJesus Sa11iour. piiol me."
tained by divine grace between quenching
Just as the sun was ~inking in the far the Spirit and allowing that which is unwestern sky. the d}·ing boy raised up a profitable and disorderly.
little. opened his eyes and cried. "Pal,
It goes without saying that such an
I've got it, I've got it :it last...
ideal muM be all the time- the subject of
The pal Mked, "What have you constant lead mg and exhortation from
got?
the phtform. Uut there mu~t also be
He replied, "Pal. fve got it, I've got something far more than this, and much
a hold on mother's Cross."
more difficult. There must he the EXWith these words his eyes closed, his AMPLE of the pastor and the whole
lips were sealed, he fell back Lo the assembly. Many pastors fail because
ground and his spirit was gone. Just in they teach, but do not lead. They seek
time he found the way of the cross th ,t the control of an assembly, and even the
leads home.
exercise of !he gifts of tl1e Spirit, from a
detached position as apart from the hap"So I'll cherish the old rugg<'d cross,
i,enings of the moment. But the gift reTill m_y trophies at last I lay down;
quired 1, the gift of "governments" and
I will cling to the old rugged cross,
And excl,ange it some cloy for a cror£n." thi~ is as much f1om the Spirit as tongues
or prophecies. The true pastor, and
DEALING WITH AN UNRCLY every truly i9iritual member of the assembly. rn·ecl thcmsch cs to plunge wholeMEMBER
hca rted!y into the glorious liberty of the
\V1-1E.N THr-: GrFT or ToNCUE.S is
sons of God every time they meet togethMISUSED
er and then as thcr learn to enjoy that
B;y Do11ald Gee
liberty in a Z<"riptural way. with divine
The writer has JUSt received a letter lo\'e filling. controlling. nnd guiding in
from a pastor asking for advice as to cverr pa1Licul.1r, they will create such an
how lo deal with the case of a sister in atmosphere that those who go to extr,,mes
his assembly who speaks with tongues at eithE'r way. will learn unconsciously the
all sorts of wrong and awkward times and more excellent practice by the shE'er force
circumstances in the meetings of the a~- of example. The mistakes of most of
sembly. Sometimes it is questionable a~ thtse troublesome indi,·iduals arc usually
to its being of the Spirit at all, and there- from ,heir heads rather than their hearts.
by many honest folb are stmnblcd. The 'fh,.y are SO anxious to let God have
situation is rendered more difficult by HIS 1,;1y that they hastily yield to every
the fact that the assembly is split into two impul•c.
camp~: (a) those who stand for ..freeIf uruuline!!s continues, then strictly
dom" and would be offended if this 5i5ler p ivate admonition should always be
was dealt with in any disciplinary way; used first. Public rebuke is a last reand (b) a conser\'ativc element who course. Of cour~e all this refers to case:;
would readily quench the Spirit lo please wh~rc the flesh gets in. and brings a cartheir 0.,..11 ideas of propriety.
ual admixture with that which is also
Such a problem is really only th<' old genu;nely of the I loly Spirit. \Vherc
situation which Paul dealt with at Cor- the ~criptural lests revt>al a manifestation
inth nearly 2,000 years ago, only he wa:r. which is not from the fiesh. but from ao
dealing with a whole assembly instead enl ~piril, thcn it go<?~ without saying
of an individual. Note his words of that this must be dealt with immediatelv.
wisdom.
and as drastic,-illy as nreds be. Al ~II
First of all, he is careful not lo pla}'
tht· assembly. lo say nothing of thr,
into the hands of either camp of extrem- costs
individual, must be delivered.
4
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or. physicians. The Scriptures contain
,cry explicit
instructions, advice and
counsel on other subject~-salvation,
By j. Nelson Parr
sanctification, baptism. breaking of bread,
of metals) not oursel\'es then we shall be baptism in the Ho1y Spirit. marriage,
SicKNE.Ss AT CoRJNTH
"For this cause man_y arc !£ca~. and judged by the chastening rod of the Lord. business. family duties and responsibilities.
It is useless seeking healing either ard church order. Surely the Lord has
s"ckl;v among 31011, and many sleep," I
from God or physicians if the spiritual not left us m the dark so far as this imCor. 11 :30.
Moffat's translation reads: "That is life is wholly defective and wrong.
port:mt matter is con::emed. lf the di,inely-appointed way of dealing with
why many of you arc ill and infirm, and
To \VHOM SHALL WE Go?
many even dead."
The writer has received several letters ,iekness ~ by means of drugs, medicines,
\X'eymoulh reads: "'That i$ wh} many and pamphlets advocating various systems and suri;eons, then why these two remarkamong you arc sickly and out of health, of medicine for dealing with disease and able omissions 1
It should be made quite clear that the
sickness. apparently as a reply to the quesand wh\· not a few die."
\Vha-l a sad stale of affairs. Notice tion at the head of this paragraph. They Lord did not condemn either physicians
"many"; apparently quite a number in all fail to give scriptural support for their or medicines, neither di<l He forbid anythe Corinthian Assembly were sick. weak, contention. Surely as a child of God one to resort lo them or upbraid them for
ill. out of health or infirm. and "many" one is entitled lo a scriptural answer to ha,ing done so. Neither do we nnd
had prematurely died.
such an important question. God is cer- Him recommending the sick to resort to
Surely it is not necessary to look be- tainly not the author of confusion, where- thm. Some ha,e quo•cd Luke 5 :31 in
yond this sad picture in order to see how as our observation of the methods advo- support of their contc•. tion that the Savclosely our spiritual life and physical fit. cated by men would lead one to conclude iour rccomme:1ds the sick to ~eek hciiling
ncss are interwoven.
He was, if they had their origin in Him. from physicians. It teems quite clear
The causes of thi, woeful condition for we are left bev..ildered after beholding thlt the Lord Jesus simply referred to a
appear to be
the claims of allopathy, homeopathy, hy- fact which e,eryone knew in order to
( 1) Divi,ions in tlie Assembly. TI1ey dropathy, osteopathy, eclecticpathy. The justify his action in associating with pubhad not apparently ldt the church and writer has read many articles, books, and licans :ind ~1nnc s. and in literal language
formed separate churches, but there was booklets denouncing Divine Healing in He said, "You Pharisees do not think
dissension and discord in the asstmhly no uncertain terms. in some cases it has you hnrc any sin. and therefore do not
it~f. Ch. 11: 17-19.
even been termed a "blasphemous doc- need a phys?cian. bltl ttit'se publicans are
(2) Disgraceful disorder at lhe trine." The majority of these writers. well-known sinners and need a physiLord's table. Apparently they had for- however, fail to provide us with any cian." "I came not to rail the righteous
saken the usu.ii order of hreaking bread other divinely-appointed way. Has our (those v•ho thi~k they are perfect and
together. and each one at~ hy h;mself bountiful God failed lo make provision free from disease of sin). but ~nners to
the food he had brought, and therefore for healing the sicknesses and dis1!ases repentance ...
the rich ate sumptuously, and the poor which came into the world when sin enEd,to, 's Note: Tht"!-C chapter» are
h:-d little; furthermore, rome e,·en drank tered~ If He has made provision for
to exce s. The Lord's table had there- healing, then which is the divinely~ap- ftcm our new book service dep:irtment
fore become a scene of common festival. pointed way? Do the Scriptures pro- offering. "Dhinc Healing," by J. Nelson
They had, of course, been heathens vide an answer to the question at the Parr of England. Price 35c postpaid.
among whom such revels to idols were head of this paragraph; if so. then let us or 3 copies for $1.00.
humbly fall into line with the divine plan.
the custom even in those days.
WINS SOULS BY LETTER
( 3) Drinl i11g and eating unwort/iil;y.
Bible OmiS$ions
1 he following letter ,~as written to the
Note the word is not unworthy. but unThere are several noticeable omissions
editor, that he mi:,ht be encouraged in
worthilv. and it refers to the manner of m the Word of God.
ob~ervi;1g the ordinance. We are all
( I ) There does not app_-ar to be any the spread of the Gospel through the
11nworlhy apnrt from His righteousness. instructions for the sick to resort to the printed page, a miu;stry for wbich our
If there is no di~cord, dissension, or spirit use of drugs. or submit lo the surgeon's tracts and Word and Work are especially prepared.
of division in our hearts and if we come knife.
"I write hundreds of letters in a
not to gratify glutlonous or iri.lemperntc
One need not condemn these means.
year and in ail I er.close two or more
lust~. then ld us drnw near and remcm- but it is remarkable that the Scriptures
tracts. I have gi,·en 5 7 of my 86
l er Him.
do not advise or recommend the ~ick to
( 4) They were either u:ilfully or resort to them; in fact. when Paul re- yea1s to this great work of winning
, 1relcssly ind:UeJent. The c..xhortation joices in the healing of Epaphroditus. he souls for Jesus. [ have in the ptist year
won h\ enty souls with Lr acts. So it
to self-examination indicates their neglect attributed his deliverance not to the skill
pays to semi tracts lo those that need
of this 'iery necessar_v spiritual exercisc. of man but to the mercy of God. Phil.
to know that l esu~ care5.
What bitternri,, malice. envy, hatred, 2:27.
-"i\lotber Clark.··
strife, dissen~ion, backbiting, discord,
(2) Is it not a remarkable fact that
grumbling. complaining. murmuring. and there is not a single instance in the Scripmany other works of the /lcsh would tures of a sick person being healed "Grey and old the trorld is growing,
1-oucl the ~coffer$ boast is h~ard:
be dC$troy<'d and purged out. if every through drugs or phy$icians?
believer had a time of self-~xamination
On the contrary, we have two ca~cs of Bui o:,r frcarts arc peace/ul. knowing
1VC' may rcJI upon '01)} Word."
at home, alone with God on the Satur- sick persons dying after turning from G<>d
day night or Sunday morning, hdor" lo other methods, i.e., Asa (2 Chron.
Some peoJ le":., feelings stick out so far
coming to the I ord's tnhle. TI,is is em- 16:12, 13). Ahaziah (2 Kings I). and
ph.,ticallv enjoined upon us for. "if we we have one instance of a woman who yc.,1 c:an't I , near them \\ithout hurting
judge (discern, an.:ilyze, iikc an Msaycr
worse after spcnding all her money ihem.

Notes on Divine Healing
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Morphia and Chloral
BJJ Lillian B. Yeomans, M. D.
Ten years ago God sel me completely

free from the degrading bondage of the
morphine and chloral habit~. Only those
who have sounded the dark dtpths of despair, where I made my dwelling for years,
can know how much reason I have to
prai~ God and glorify with every breath
our all-conquering Jesus. NCt"dless to say,
nothing was further from my thought and
intention than becoming a drug h'abituee;
yet in times of suffering. sleeplessness, nervous irritability, or excessive strain from
overwork or anxietr. I resorted to morphine, singly or in combination with other
drug~. This l did only very occasionally
at fir~. at long and irregular intervals. Yet
knowing as I did the awful power of the
habit-inducing drug lo enslave and destroy its victims, and with practical demonstrations of it before mr eye~ every
day amon2: the mo$! brilliant members
of the medical profC!sion (I am a medical graduate). 1 feel that I was utterly
inexcu~able for daring to trifle even for
a moment with Mich a de5tructive agent.
I thought that I was toying ...,;th the drug,
but one day I made the ~tartling discovery that the drug (or rather. the demon
power that lies back of it). the bloodthir~ty tiger who had devoured so many
victioo. was playing ...,;th me.
My ordinary dose of the drug varied
from ten to fourteen grains a day.
I
took fifty times the dose for an adult
without any danger to my life. I al~o
regulitrly used chloral hydrate to induce
sleep. taking one hundred and twenty
grains each night in two doses of 1ixty
!tfains each. I could, by desperate efforts
(onlv God knows how desperate they
were) . diminish the dose considerably,
but ( always rei1ched a minimum quan•
tity beyond which it was impossible to
carry the rt"duction. To ask me whether I had taken the drug on any particular
day would be a~ ntf'dles! as to inquire
whether I had inhaled atmospheric air:
the one seemed as necessarv to my cxi•t•
ence as the other. \Vhen. by tremendous
exercise of will power. I abstained from
thr drugs for twenty-four hours. my CO'l•
dition was truly pitiable: tremblinl{ with
weaknes._~. my whole body bathed in :i
cold sweat. my heart paloitating and Ruttcring, my stomach unable to retain so
much a~ a drop of water. I was unable
to articulate c.lc:irly, to sign mv name. or
C\'en to think connectedly, and. worst of
all, my whole being was filled with the
specific. irresistible, ind~ribable cm•ing for the drug.
I may say that I did not succumb without rn:iny fierce struggles.
Over a'!d

O\'er again I threw away large quantities
of the drugs, determined that I would never touch them again. if I died as the result
of abstaining from them.
I muu have
wasted a small fortune this way. I tried
all the substitutes, and every method of
cure that I could hear of. I consulted
physician~. some of them men of Mtional
reputation. I can never forget the tender consideration which I received al the
hands of some of these: but they were
powerle« to break my fetters. I tried
Christian Science. ~o-called, and took the
gold cure. If there is anything I did
not try, I have yet to learn what it is.
After leaving the Gold Cure lnMitute 1
was transferred to a sanatorium for nervous diseases, and for weeks wa~ then!
under the care of a specialist and my
mother who was a physician.
From
thence I emerged. ~till regularly taking
morphine sulphate and chloral hydrate.
Of the suffering which the efforts to give
up the drugs cost me, it is useless to
speak. I could not de~cribe it if I would.
But the blwed hour of deliverance was
not far off. I was now so weak that I
spent much of my time lying on my bed,
and sometimes I was alone for hours.
Lying thus, I drew my Bible over to me
and read, and prayed (oh. how I prayed!). Not to while away a lonely hoUT,
not to admire its literary excellencies, I
read the Book. No; I read for my very
life! I said: "'.\Jow I have tried everything that will-power and medical science
and suggestion and all the rest can do.
and there is absolutely no hope for me
unless it lies between the covers of this
Book.
I knew it was God's Book.
Some years bdore He had been pleased
to reveal lo me Jesus the Christ. tht> Son
of the Living God. a~ my per~nal Saviour, and I had had bles~d years of the
sweete,t fellowship with the Father and
the Son. I was not afraid to go into the
presence of God if He should call me,
for I was deeply penitent for my 11in, and
believed that the blood that can make the
foulest clean atoned even for me, although
I was akolutely unable to discontinue the
use of narcotic drugs.
People whispered, "She is dying fast."
Earthly things recf'de<l. eternity was close
at hand. I swung clCilt out over the
abyss; but I found a ropr. in my hands.
I had no power to hold it in my nervele~s
grasp, but there was no need, for it wa~
a living rope and held ffit', and the other
end of the rope wa~ fastened to the throne
of God. It was Hebrews 13 :8. "Jesus
Christ the same toda)J.'' From that day
the cure began, thou •h I uffered acutely

aher the drugs were taken away. Never•
theless. I gained rapidly in health and
strength. With the drug~ went the craving never to return I Natural sleep came
b:i~k and from that day to this I just lay
my he.,d on the pillow and fall almo~ at
once into sweet. refreshing slumber. The
hardest work of my life hu been done
during the ten years since I was healed.
DOES THE. LORD HEAL
TODAY?

A Per~onal Te~/1mony
Raised Up After 14 Y cars of Suffering.
Mi~ Thomas gm>e her n•onderful tes•
timony al the Di~lricl Presbytery Co,n,enlion of the Assemblies of Cod in London,
hefd al People'~ Hall, Boont's Street, Lee.
S.E., on Satu,da11. December 7th, 1929.
as reported in "The Review."
I

It gives me joy to be able to testify of
the Lord Je5us Christ as the healer of the
body, for He has manclou~ly healed me,
after 14 years of terrible suffering, hav•
ing been in pain night and day.

Beflinning of the Trouble
In October. I 91 4. when eight years
of age. I fell in school and dislocated my
knee and hip, my leg being knocked up
three and a half inches into my ~ide. I
was operated on that night, the hip was
replaced, and many months 1 lay in bed
in weakness and pain.

Fourteen Operations
For 7 years there was no change. Having spent most of that time in bed. tuberculosis set in and the state of my leg was
such that I was taken to the hospital five
times for periods of five to six months.
Fourteen times I was operated on. three
times placed in plaster of Paris, and all
kinds of treatments were tried without
avail.

Discharged Incurable
I came out of the hospital for the last
time in January 1928. and the doctors
averred that nothing more could be done
for me. that 1 was incurable and would
never be able to walk a1tain.

Leg and Arm Slrortencd
Ry this time my leg had shortened sixand-a-half inches, four curves had developed in the spine, which was crosM'<l at
the bottom, whilst one arm was a hand's
lrngth shorter th:m the other, and the
slightest movement brought on very bad
hemorrhages.

Not Cod's Will to Lie Helpless
On the- eighth of August, 1928, my
(Continued on Page 20)
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Current Events in the Light of Prophecy
By Stanley H. F,odsham
The Lord Reigneth
The year I 9 30 has passed into the
shadows. Jt has been well said. "Depression is the sad note of the age in
which we live. In the industrial and
commercial realms as well as in the spiritual, men's hearts are failing them for
fear, and an undercurrent of pessimism
runs like a cankering stream through every
avenue of national life. ln such an hour
we need to remind ourselves that God is
not dead, and that "He who is the same
yesterday, today, and forever' still sits
on the seat of authonty and of power,
and is as willing and as ready as ever lo
come to His people's aid in the lime of
their direst need." It was at a ~eason
of great national depression in Israel, dt
the time of the death of the great king
U:z.ziah, that lsaiah was given a vision ;,f
th· Lord on a throne. P1ai:ie God, He
still lives and reigns.

A Conference that Failed

amounts these nations are spending on
military preparations. In the U. S. A.
the expenses for 1927-1928 were $624.600.000; in 1928-29 the expenses were
$684. 700,000; and the estimate for
1929-30 was $741,000,000. In Great
Britain the expenses for 192 7-28 were
$570,758,400: for I 928-29, they were
$551.464,200; and the estimates for
1929-30 were $547,274,600. For
France in 1928-29 they were $407,915 .000: and the estimates for 1929-30
were $523,241,000. 'I be Japanese
expenses amounted to about half those
of France. Mr. H. E. Woolever makes
the followilli comments on these figures:
"In the United States seventy-live cents
of every dollar of our taxes goes in paying for wars and preparing for future
wars. In England they are spending a
thousand dollars a minute for war costs.
This, in the face of millions of hungry
citizens!"

Russia's Program

One of the outstanding eYents of 1930
A few days ago Stalin, the iron man
was the failure of the Na,·al Di$i.1rmament o( Russia, was interviewed by Eugene
Conference held in London early in the Lyons of the United Press and was
year. Italy would not agree to any asked ·what he thought of Russia's plans
measure of naval disarmament, and would for world revolution. Stalin answered
not allow France to enter into any agree- his inquiry in two words, "Prospects
ment with Great Britain, Japan, and U. good." The outstanding thing in RusS. A. After the conference Signor Mus- sia is its war on religion. The Moscow
solini, the Italian Premier, ~oon indicated authorities. according to the London
that he purposed to keep the talons and Times, have deleted from their constituthe beak of the Roman eagle sharp, and tion the phrases that hitherto gave all re•
he stirred the warm blood of two hundred ligions and atheism equal freedom, and
thousand Roman citize11s with a swash- have formally granted to atheists as a
buckling speech at Florence, in which he monopoly, the right to teach their beliefs.
said, "There are powers who are not
Disaster in China
averse to starting a war with Italy, and in
This year has been one of unprece•
consequence the F,'\Scismo must be ready
for all comers. Moral war has been de- dented war, famine. revolution and
clared against Italy's Fascist regime. Mili- banditry in China. A few years ago
tary war will soon follow. \Vords are Russian Communists offered to lend a
very fine things; but muskets, machine "friendly hand" in the affairs of China.
guns, ships, airplanes, and guns are even They succeeded in putting a great hatred
better. I hereby affirm that Italy's pro- in the hearts of the Chinese against all
gram of naval expansion will be carried "Imperialists" and especially ag;1inst all
into effect ton for ton, and that twenty- missionaries and their converts. Terrible
nine units of the new program will be riots and massacres resulted. According
launched because the will of Fascismo ;s lo a llnited Press di$patch from Nanking
stronger than iron. 1 am sure the Ital- on November 27, Hupeh heads the list
ian people. rather than remain prisoners of province~ afflicted. having been visited
in a sea which once belonged to Rome, by flood. drought, Communists, bandits.
will be capable of even the greatest sac- and locusts. The stricken area includes
rifices." \Yatching other nations. he sixty-two districts, and more than 9, 197.enigmatically says. "Europe shouts for 200 t>ersons have been either killed or
peace but arms for war."
made homeless. Other provinces devastated are Hunim, Kiangsu, Cheking and
E'l>er-1ncrcasing Expenditures
Kiangsi.
More than a million per•
Great Britain. Japan, and U. S. A. sons ha\'e been killed. and the loss
came to an agrel'ment for limited naval amounts to several million dollars. There
armament:i.; hut a recent statement in th:! have been tremendous losses in other
New Yorft Times reveals the vast provinces but no records are available.

A Remarkable Incident
General Chiang Kai.-Shek, at the head
of the Nationalist Army, who is now
President of China, has recognized that
the Communists were not in his country
to help the Chinese. but lo further their
own Communistic program. He broke
with them, but not before they had won
lens of thousands of converts to the Red
cause; and inspired by Communist agitators. China is being racked by the wont
type of civil war. Chiang has had a
Chri:;tian wife who has been praying for
him in his sucCCS$ful military campaigns.
One day in October Chiang said. "1 feel
the need of just such a God as Jesus
Christ." and he went to Shanghai and
was baptized by a native Chinese pastor.
It took some moral courage for the Chinese President to take this stand. While
the enemy is seeking to flood China v,rith
de,iltry, God is !>till working, as is evident in the response to the prayers of this
great general's wife.

A Jewish Outcry
All Jewry is stirred to fury at the ac
tion of Lord Passlield, the British Colonial Secretary, in limiting Jewish immigration to Palestine and in limiting the
purchase by Jews of land there. The
Literary Digest quotes two leading Jewish papers. Tl1e American Jen,ish
World of l\ilinneapolis says: "Thus the
la~t chapter of this Jewish tragedy is being written in London, and it is not a whit
less tragic than the bloodshed itself.
Zionism now stands face to face with the
greatest crisis of it~ existence. and the
Jewish national hopes seem on the verge
of 3. crash." The Jewish Standard of
Toronto says: "Stripped of the hypocritical assertions that the government
adheres lo the terms of the mandate, the
$latement of the British go\'ernment means
this: no immigration of Jews; no land for
Jews: no pos~ibility lo do any of the
things which the mandate ga\'e the Jews
the right to do in Palestine. By some
magic formula. the government proposes
to reconstitute the Jewish national homeland-without Jews and without land."
Their Outloolt
A letter from P,'llestine, written by R.
S. Rohold to the Christian, indicated the
biller outcry of Jewry against the deci~ion of the British Colonial Secretary,
Lord Passtidd. in his limitation of Jewish immigration and sale of land to the
Jews. He says. "I am afraid that the
Jews are taking this last blow as almost
the final one. There prevails a tragic
hopelessnl'ss such as I have never wit-
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ne55ed.

Everywhere we hear the words,
·we have been betrayed.' The Roman
Catholic metropolitan, Monseigneur Haijar. who has always been a leader in antiJewish things, has now turned otherwise.
I do not believe that ·the leopard has
changed his spots,' but rather that this is
an order from Rome. Italy is saying
she will be better and more profitable to
the Jews than anyone else to carry out
the l\landate as she has not the large
Moslem populations to whom she has to
cater, as Great Britain and France have.
\Vhile I do not minimize the awful blow
Jewish people have received, yet I believe
1' may prove to be a blessing.
The Jew•
i,h people may now give up relying on
the strength and promises of men and
will turn to Cod and to His promises."

Still Returning to Pale5tine
Lord Pas.sfield is being much harassed
not only by the Jews but br leaders of
public op:nion in Great Britain, two former premiers of Creal Britain-Lloyd
George and Stanley Baldwin-contributing their battery of criticism upon his unfortunate pate. It is generally understood that Ramsay MacDonald, the
British Labor Premier, is a sympathetic
supporter of the Zionist ideals, and it is
expected that a more liberal policy will
be adopted towards the Jewish people.
In response to the great pressure that has
been brought to bear upon it. the British
Colonial office has approved the pemiits
of 1500 Jewish immigrants to return to
Paleetine within the next six months. It
seems lo us that in this very limitation of
immigration the scripture is being fulfilled, "Yc shall be gathered one by one,
0 ye children of Israel.·· Isa. 27: 12.
In New York City and other places the
Jews are having great meetings of protest
against the action of Lord Pass6eld.
11iere is something prescribed in the
Word of Cod which will be far more
effective than mass political gatherings.
It is for Jewry to cry, "O Lord, save thy
people, the remnant of Israel" Jer. 3 I : 7.

·r here

No Disarmament

is much talk of disarmament
among the nations, but while the so-called
gospel of disarmament is being preached.
it is not being practiced. Two weeks
ago the League of Nations Preparatory
Commission for the Disarmament Con•
ference met in Geneva for the se,·enth
time. and the Chairman of this Commis•
sion. Dr. J. Loudon of Holland, declared, "We must ask the public to break
its. habit of referring lo disarmament in
connection with our work. What we are
dealing with is only the reduction and
limitation of armaments. Absolute disarmament remains an ideal. the realizalion of which is scarcely conceivable in

the present political and moral situation
ot the world." Three years ago Russia made a proposal for complete disarmament of the nations, and later made a
proposal of fifty per cent disarmament,
but the good faith of Russia was ques,.
tioned and its proposals rejected.

"Many Inventions"
While men talk of disarmament, inventors are devoting long hours io then
laboratoriel\ to the science of wholesale
killing. Mr. D. M. Panton makes the
statement, "Since the Great War, bombs
have increased in weight from 400 pounds
to 4400 pounds. 'We now have at our
disposal.' says a French expert, 'more
than a thousand gases.' 'Cases now
exist.' say:; a British expert, 'that are ,1
thousand times as powerful as anything
used in lhe last war.' Small submarines
worked havoc twelve years ago, but they
now cruise twenty thousand miles and carry twelve-inch guns. A British iron-clad
of the air was launched a few weeks ago,
carrying torpedoes, bombs, and machine
guns, with the speed of a hundred miles
an hour and a radius of two thousand
miles. "Five-sevenths of the expenditure of Great Britain,' says the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Snowdon. 'is
for war and military purposes.' "

Gennany we have seen the phenomenal
rise of the Fascists with their strong antiJewish program, and also the large inc,ea~ of Communism. They arc demanding the revision of the treaty of Versailles and are telling the League of Nations that they have need to be armed just
as much as other countries. An Association of Free Thouiht that is bwy propagating Atheism in Germany has now
700.000 members. German militarists
are becoming increasingly interested in the
Soviet program, and one German writer
is strongly advocating that "Germany's
freedom will be gained only as Germany
will support the Russo-Asiatic ach-ance
against western civilization."
Unemployment is bad all oH'r the world. In
Creal Britain there arc over two millions
idle, and those who have no jobs are rest•
less. The unemployed all over the world
are angered against their go\·emments because many are lacking the very necessities of life. It is in the heart, of the unemployed that the sei.'ds of world revolution are being sown. "Alrnost half of
Europe today is governed by violence <1nd
terrorism," says George Sddcs in "Y011
Can't Print Tliat," a book that reveals
things as they arc in Europe,

Tl,e Onl:y IVa» Out

Men talk of disarmament, but they do
Mechanical Inventions
not go to the root of the trouble. The
A successful airplane flight was made
Scriptures do. James asks. "From
on November 19 from Cleveland to Buf- whence come wars and fighting~ among
falo by a .. robot" or mechanical man
you) Come they not hence. cven of
with the plane gliding. climbing, turning:
your lusts that war in your m<"mbers)"
banking. and making a level Hight at the
Then he gives God'$ remedy, "Submit
direction of the "robot." The inventor,
ycurself therefore to Cod .... draw nigh
Mr. Otto H. Green, had to assist the lo Cod, and he will draw nigh to you.
··robot" to take off and to land, but everyCleanse your hands. ye sinners; and purithing else the "robot" did itself, Imfy your hearts, ye doubh• minded. Be
agine a thousand of these manless plane.!
afflicted and mourn, nud weep; let your
sent off from one city to another, all
laughter be turned to mourning and your
timed to drop al a given moment two-ton
joy lo hea,,incss. Humble yous<>! f ;n
bombs filled with high explosives!
the sight of the Lord." But the trouble
Brother James Grevin, just returned from
is
men have put Goel and His words in
Latvia, expelled for the great crime of
preaching the full Gospel. said to us a the discard. ln the treaty of Versailles
few days ago. ··There is a great suspense there was no m<'.ntion of Cod. It is
in Europe, a great anticipation of war man's day and he is seeking to be indewhich they know is ine\'itable. To some pendent of Cod. And he is making a
the suspense seems to be more terrible rare mess of things. Bui praise God,
He
th,rn if they were actually engaged in the day of th(' Lord is at hand.
whose
right
it
is
lo
reign
is
the
only
one
war." "Men's hearts failing them for
who can solve earth's myriad problems.
(ear!"
Come
back soon, Lord Jesus; this old
A Restless World
war-ridden, sin-cursed enrth needs Thee!
Throughout the whole world there is
In Amel'ica
great unrest. India is having a revoluIn
t~is
land
we are finding iniquity
tion of pa~sive resistanc~. and it is quite
cl~ar that its demand for Dominion basis abounding and the love of n1any waxing
will not be granted by the British govern. cold. There is a great increase in crime,
ment. and this will bring more trouble and Ath~ism is rampant. 1l1e making
E~ypt is in fennent and w.ints to becom~ and vendmg of bootleg whiskey has bequite free from Great Britain's control come one of the largest businesses in the
l_n So_uth )America t_here have been revolu: country. A G•·oc<'r recently said to the
lions m I cru. Brazil. and Argentina. In writ~r, ..What will the rising generation
be like when every home in this neighbor-
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hood is defying the law and becoming a
brewery. making its own home brew?"
The use of narcotics has become a great
nation.1I rnenace.
Despite depression,
the country is still pleasure mad. more
than a hundred million people visiting th•!
movies every week. During the 6r5t nine
months of the year there were 282 murders in Chicago, and there is not much
hope of reform. for a grand jury has ju~t
reported that lhe police department is
working hand in hand with the crimin.1l
lords of that city. The earth is becoming ripe for judgment.

Whal Next?
What may we expect? The answer
is found in Ezekiel 24. When the iniquity of the Amorites was foll, God
visited them with judgment. When lsracl 's iniquity came to the full, God sent
judgment upon them. Ezekiel was given
a vision of a boiling pot. and the Lord
said, ''Heap on wood, kindle the fire,
consume the flesh ... and let the bones be
burned. Then set it empty on the coals
thereof. that the brass of it may be hot.
and may burn. and that the filthine~s of
1t may be molten in it, that the scum of
it may be consumed." The filthiness and
lewdness of the nation was to be purged
by judgment fires. And at the end of
the Gentile age we may surely expect like
judgment for even worse iniquity. and
for God to say lo this untoward generation, "Thou shalt not be purged from thy
filthiness any more till I have caused my
f uty lo r~l upon thee!" E1..ek. 24: 14.

The Cloriou., Hope
You may say, "That is a very dark
picture." But, praise God. we have a
very bright one also to depict. It is
written that Christ "went throughout
every city and village preaching and
showing the glad tidings of the leingdom
of Cod." Luke 8: I. Christ has a
kingdom, a glorious kingdom for His
own. How do you get into this kingdom? He showed Nicodemus that it
was through the wonderful miracle of the
new birth. He showed also that th<' condition of the new birth was the simplest
condition that God could have thought of.
giving him the Gospel in a nutshell when
He said. "Goel so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son, that who$Oei•cr belicvcth in him might not perish
but have everlasting life.'" He set forth
the principles of this kingdom ii\ what is
called the Sermon on the Mount.-Matthew 5, 6 and 7. The society in that
kingdom will be choice. Paul shows us
that there will be in it no adulterer, fornicator. unclean or lascivious person, nor
one with hatred, wrath, strife, or heresy,
no murderer, drunkard, or those who indulge in envyings and revelings. H e de-

dares that "they who do such things shall dwell under his own vine and fig tree.
Just as Jesus finished giving the revelation
not inherit the kingdom of God."
to Jolin. He whispered to him that He
The Requirement of Holiness
wa:; coming quickly. To us it has seemYou say, "Oh, you are talking about ed a long time. but we believe his comheu•en... No, I am not. Blessing is ing is very close at hand now. John
coming to earth as well as heaven. It tells us that he that hath this hope of the
is written. "The meek shall inherit the Lord's coming "purificth himself even
earth." All the kingdoms of this earth as he is pure." That is the need-heart
will become the kingdoms of our God purity. The pure in heart shall sec God I
and bis Christ, and the record says. ''He Holiness of he-art is an absolute necessity.
shall reign for ever and ever.•· He it Let us pray as did the godly McCheyne,
is who shall make wars to cease and shall "O Lord, make me as holy as a human
bring in peace and prosperity, equality being can be holy."-T/ic Pentecostal
and liberty. And every man shall then Evangel.

Simple Bible Study
By Kenneth C. Olsen
Perhaps any sort of Bible study is
Letter than no searching of the Scriptures.
But much time may be wasted by earne,t
seekers after truth, by not understanding
how to go about their Bible study. The
following suggestions are offered by way
of guidance for those who desire to ad\'ance in their knowledge of Holy Writ.
The single track mind misses much of
the content of any passage from the Word,
for there are usually man}' blending aspects of every point. which make for added breadth and depth and height of richness and beauty and truth.
Perhaps we all remember ,.,,hen mother
asked us to open our mouths and shut our
eyes for she had a surprise for us. But
we liked to peek through lids that only
pretended to be shut, for we wanted to
sec as well as taste that mysterious delicac}'
that we were so sure was coming. Besides.
if she was having a bit of a joke with us,
we had better have an eye open to see it
in time and not innocently swallow some
peppery or salty thing.
But in feeding on the \Vord of God.
we may be unwise enough just to open our
mouths and shut our eyes and ears and
gl!)p down whatever is dropped between
ot.r lips. It is therefore well to see from
several angles the meanings which are so
richly stored in every verse and chapter of
the inspired \Vord.
Much argument and misunderstandini
arises from the single track mind which
can easily see one thing al a time, but can
not conceive that other angles of the same
truth will not destroy the one aspect it
sees. This is especially true of one of
the rarest mysteries of the eternal things
-the delicate and inseparable relation between J esus as the living W ord and the
Scriptures as the printed W ord .
T his hidden spring of truth will water
the entire garden of your understanding
of the sacred pages. For. if J esus is the

embodiment in His life and teaching, of
the truths presented through the pages of
the Bible. then we have a key that will
unlock every puzzling doctrine and experience of the Christian faith.
Jesus has many names in the inspi.red
Book, each of which has a special significance, and all of which are necessary to
make up the fulnc.ss of the Godhead
which dwelt bodily in Him. If we miss
one of His titles. we miss just that much
of Lhe appreciation of the completeness of
His revdation to mankind.
He is called the Lamb of God. typ•
,fying His atoning work; He is titled the
King of kings. in His so\'ereign ru!ership
0',er this world; He is named by scores of
appelations which add to and enrich the
fulness of His ministry and message to a
lost world. Among all these titles, He is
also declared to he the Word of God. If
we see Jesus as the Lamh of Gori. t 1king
awa, the sins .,f the world, need ,,e c'ou:
our eyes and refuse Him as the coming
King of kings? The single track mind
docs this sort of thing; hut to src a second
and a third and a thirtieth phase of th~
wonderful revelation of God to man
through Jesus, is the goal of study and
reflection.
So. God ha.d a reason for
calling Jesus lhe Word of Goel, and He
did so to give Him His distincti, c office
of also furnishing the key to the Scriptures as well M the key to the pearly gate~
through His blood. Hi~ death opened
hea\'en: His life opened the Scriptures.
The Bible is absolutelv accurate in its
use of words and their typical mc1ning~.
Therefore. if Jesus is called the Word of
God, it means that in some hidden manner.
He is the embodiment and revelation of
the Scriptures. simply on the ground that
He is so designated. But this can easily
le traced through both the Old and New
Testaments, although space forh=d moro
than a suggestion of this.
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There is a startling 5latcmcnt in the do\\ n from heaven and by acting out the
first chapter of John, ver6C one: "In the Scriptures, caused that we might the more
beginning was the \l;tord, and the Word easily grasp their meaning.
was with God, and the \Vord was God."
\Vhat a marvelous treasure is hidden
\Ve are little used to the thought that in these words, "the Word became flesh
this refers to the printed Bible a~ well as and dwelt among us." It not only means
to Christ. But John the Re"cbtor un- that the Christ of God became the Jesu1
derstood this. He "saw heaven opened. of Galilee but that the Word of God was
and behold a white horse; and he that revealed through His life and teachings.
sat upon it was called Faithful and True This simplifies Bible study to the very
.... and on his head were many cro" O(; ea'Siest thing in the world. If we are
.... and he was clothed with a vesture puzzled over the mixtures of doctrine.
dipped in blood: and his name was called theory. tradition and creed, we may let
The Word of God." Rei·. 19: 11-13. them all slip from our minds and close our
These two rema1kable verses from the eyes, picturing lo our•elves the things Je•us
saree writer picture that in the be.ginning ~aid and did.
and at the end. heaven housed The Word
Suppose we are confused concerning
of God. During a brief earthly span
the experience of being born again. Some
this \Vord was re-.ealed to men throu-gh say that we need only be sprinkled as an
Jesus the Christ.
infant; others think that we need onh· be
Another link in the logic of ~eing the confirmed into the church: still others
mystic revelation of Christ Je.sus as the teach that we need only be immersed in
embodiment of the Scriptures is that they water to he saved. But what did Jesus
declare them6Clves lo be the \Vorel of God. do and say on thi$ point? He i• the
We also speak of the Bible as the Word living \Vord. His life is the moving
of God. This is a mystery but it i~ true picture of Scriph.:re trutb and trachmg.
that the li\ing \l/ ord and the printed
Jesus plainly told "\icodemu• (John
\'t'ord are one and in thn unfolding of the 3) that unless he wa5 born again. he could
wisdom of God to man, Jesu,3 was one not enter into the kingdom of God. He
instrument and the printed Bible ,mother. carefulh· showed the difference between
though both are one. Now let U$ re- being b~rn of woman and being horn of
turn to the thought that the Bible was God, r..oncluding. that unless one was
planned and perfected in the mind of born of the Spirit. he could never ~ee
God. before it wns given to mankind. h('n,·cn. If Jesus, the Ii, ing \Vord.
This truth is seen in the natural world. taught the new birth as a spiritual exEvery author first conceives his boc,k iu perience. the printed Word must also
his own mind. Then he uses his pencil te.1ch it :is such. The Old T e~tament
or fountain pen to mal-.e a record of what ehows that the people of God becamr
he ha~ thought out. The l)"-llcil is not his children through being born into the
the author, but the mind of the man who tribes of Israel by a natural birth, The
moves it. is. Likewise, God is the Au- spiritual people of God, the1efore,
thor of the Bible. Moses, David. Paul. through th~ type. come into the family of
John. were onlr I !is ''fountain p:m•" for God through a spiritual birth. Manr times
making a record of His Wo d. As the the Scripture~ speak of us as sons of
Bible declares: "The prophecy came not God, heirs and joint heirs with Jesus. So,
in old time by the will of man, but the printed and the living \Vord agree
holy men of God ~pakc ag thl'y were that entrance into the ~piritual realm is
moved by the Holy Ghos•." 2 Peter through the new birth. "Except ye be
1 :2 1, ~ain it is written. "All scrip- con"erted. and become a:. little children.
ture is given by in-spiration of God .•... ye shall not enter the kingdom of
" 2 Tim. 3: 16. In the beginning hew..•1." Matt. 18 :3.
the Scripture~ were with Cod, a part of
Does the Bible teach that the baptism
God. nnd God used human "fountain in the Spirit happen~ when one is conpens" to record them,
verted or later? The eleven apostle~
1\10\ie men saw that there was a sim- were saved more than three years when
pler way of presenting a i;tory than Je~us told them to seek their baptism.
through the printrd page. so thev hired Acts I :4. 5. Paul, coming to twelve
people to act it out. Then rich and saved men and knowing that the baplt!m
poor, learned and unlearned, might watch does not necc~~arily come at conversion,
the moving pictures and ,$CC and under- a,kt'd if they had receivrd it since thev
believed. When he had laid hands o~
stand the story without even reading it.
The :study o{ the printrd page i• some- them, they received it-l01111: after their
Acts 19: 1-7. So the
times very difficult. especially to those ron,,ersion,
who 6nd it hard to read and think. So printed \Vord and the living Word teach
God. in His wisdom, caused that "the the same truth-that the baptism may oc'''ord was made Acsh and dw,-lt among cur after conversion. The unfortunate
us." John I : 14. That is, Christ came thing i1 that creeds and traditions and

opinioM of men often thrust out the true
Scriptures for their own suppositions.
Does the baptism in the Spirit happen
without any sign or outward evidence}
Let us forget the squabbles over words
and opinions and see what Jesus. the living Word. taught on this point. )C\'lus
often told His followers the time would
come when He would send the Holy
Ghost to them. Speaking of the Spirit.
He said. "He 1s with you but shall be in
you." The I..ord so often spoke of the
promise of the Father which was to come
upon them and clothe them with power,
designating it as a b:lptism of the Spirit
and fire. He said that when the Holy
Ghost came upon them. He would speak
for Him$elf. John 16: 13. Since Jesus
taught this, the whole printed Book
teaches it. Isaiah said. "With stammering lips and another tongue will he
,peak." Chapter 28: I I. In the Old
T ~lament, when God placed His power
on the ~evenly dders, they all spoke in
the inspiration of the Spirit. even the two
who were away from the otheM in the
camp. This is typical of the baptism for
power and senice, the fulfillment of
which begnn on the day of Pentecost.
Therefore. we ought to expect the Spirit
to ~peak through the one being baptized,
when that momentous event takes place.
In the upper room when they were all
filled with the Holy Ghost. they began to
speak in other tongues. Acts 2 :4. In
the household of Cornelius, the third
instance of receiving the baptism in the
Spirit. Peter knew that their experience
wa~ the baptism because of the outward
•i&n, else he might have suppo!t"d, and
suppo~ed any v:1riety of suppositions: but
he knew the ~ign and outward evidence
of the incoming of the Spirit was that He
spoke for Himself. Act~ 10 :44 46.
Jesus in~tructed Hi~ disciples to tarr)'
for this bap•i5m. On the day of Pentecost, those who obeyi.•d His directions recei\ ed it and the Spirit spoke through
them, a~ Chri-st said He would. God
has nev,.r chan~ed His plan, for in the
heginning the V..1ord was with God. before it cam,.. to earth. and it is fixed fore\'er. Let us discard every theory which
the living \Vord did not teach.
Docs the Bible say that the bodv is
healed through the prayer of faith? Did
Jesus teach it? Did Jesus heal the sick
and teach others lo do ~? If He did,
then th,. printt>d Word docs also. for
they art> one, The ministrv of Ch1ist
was full of healing. The Bible declares
that "A ~rcat multitude followed him,
bccau~ they saw l1is miracles which he
did on them that were diseased," John

6:2,
If the living Word brings healing, the
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printed Word will also do this. Pealm
I 07 :20 says, .. He sent His Word and
healed them." Many have been healed
by simply reading the Bible. My Word
is life, the Bible declares; it is also Spirit.
John 6:63. "But if the Spirit of him
that raised up Jesus from the dead dwell
in you, .. he .. shall also quicken youi
Rom. 8: 11.
morta I bodies .... "
Jesus not only healed. but He instructed His followers to do likewise. saying
that. ... "He that believeth on me, the
works that I do shall he do also; and
greater works than these shall he do."
John I 4: I2. If Jesus said this, the
printed Bible says it. If we can only
lay aside our clouds of tradition and unbelief, we will also see clearly what the
printed pages teach.
In Luke 9: I, Jesus called His twelve
disciples together and "gave them power
and authority over all devils, and to cure
diseases." And He sent them "to preach
the kingdom of God and lo heal the sick."
In Luke 10:f.8.9, Jesus calls other
seventy to Him and gives them the same
power and authority. He tells them to
go into cities where He shall come "and
heal the sick that are therein." then preach
lo them. ln Mark 16: I 7. 18, Jesus went
beyond the twe1ve and seventy to include every believer in the healing ministry. saying: " .... These signs ihall
follow them that believe. 1n my name
shall they cast out devils .... they shall
lay hands on the sick. and they shall recover." So. Jesus not only healed, but
commanded that the healing of the sick
be as much a oarl of the ministry as
preaching the Gospel. He did not limit
it to any ~pecial set. but said that it would
be one of the signs of a believer.
Is the second coming of Christ tau!lht
in the Bible) If so. Jesus taught it. He
said. "If I go, J shall come a1:<ain."
Many of His parables mentioned His
going away and then returninq.
For
instance. the parable of the wedding feast
shows that the bridegroom was away
from the home but sent out messen!!ers
to those who were to come. saving that
the day was now at hand. The halfhearted refusals. showing that lukewarmness had crept into the heart~ of the
~uests, is the story of the oresent-day
falling awav. which the Bihle declares
must come before Jesus returns.
The parable of the talents. shows that
the master went away, leaving his gifts
Upon hi.,
in the hands of his servants.
return he gave the rule over ten cities to
the most faithful, the government of five
cities to the next, but look awav all from
the unfaithful servant. This clearly teaches
the return of Jesus and His assigning

(Conlinued on Page 15)
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How I Received the Baptism 1n the Spirit
By S. A. Jamie.~on
Both Mrs. Jamieson and myself felt
Every lime I came home Mr!i. Jamiethe need of a dee1>er life in the Lord,
When we heard that a large number had
received the baptism of the Holy Spirit
in Los Angeles, California, we certainly
rejoiced at the good news. Mrs. Jamieson wanted to go to Los Angeles al once
and tarry for the baptism. The only
thing that kept her away was lack ·Jf
means and the care of her family.
But the Lord soon opened the way for
her to go where she could tarry for the
baptism. Her brother sent her money ti)
go south in the winter of 1910. She
went to Atlanta, Georgia. There she
met Mother Sexton. who had charge of
the Pentecostal assembly in that city.
She staved there three months and received ihe baptism of the Holy Spirit ac~
cording to Acts 2 :4.
When she returned home she wantd
me at once to give up my position as
Superintendent of Home Missions in the
northern part of Minnesota and larrv for
the baptism of the Holy Spinl. In.stead
of taking the course she suggested. I
thought that I could receive the baptism
of the Spirit while engaged in my work
of organizing and building churches.
This J tried for two years and failed
com plelely.

During those two years I surely had 11
battle with the devil. His tactics were
as follows:
First. he tried to make me believe that
it was not necessary for me to tarry for
the baptism because f had been t~ught
that conversion and the baptism in the
Spirit were one and the same experience,
and that accordingly l was bapti1.ed in
the Spirit when I was saved. He tried
to make me believe a lie. It took me
some time to realize the fahitv of this
teaching.
·
Second. he tried to prejudice me
against the speakin~ in unknown tongues
as the evidence of the baptism. He succeeded for a time. This speaking in an
unknown tongue did seem absurd to me
for Quite a while.
Third, in the early stages of Penh.>:·
cost the greater pll.Tl of the people who
belonged to this new sect were ignorant
and poor. Here Satan tried to ~how me
h_o~, foolish I would be to i;tive up my pos1t1on and good salary and join that unlettered and lowly comranv. He even
went so far as lo suggest that if I g;l\'c
up my position of Superintendent in the
Presbyterian Church. I would land in
the poor house and mv familv would
greatly suffer. With ~o inco"mc how
could I support my family and educate
my children)
•

son wanted me to resign my position and
tarry for the baptism, and when away
from home the Holy Spirit through the
Word tried lo persuade me that this
great gift was for me, so why not accept
it? Satan sent lo me prominent men
whose aim it was to dissuade me from
seering the baptism and to leave well
enough alone.
One day in answer to the prnyers of
a few sa.int.s. the Holy Spirit said to me.
"Can }'OU nr,t trust me?" I said. "Yes.
Lord, I "ill trust you." From that moment all fear of the poor house and the
thought of bemg disgraced by identifying myself with that new sect left me.
Praise the Lord !
We sold our home in Duluth and
went to Portland, Oregon. where we attended the Apostolic Faith Assembly.
They t:mght sinctification a$ a second
dc6nite work of grace, but the more I
sought it. the \\Orse I felt and gave up in
despair. After spendmg one year in
Portland we went to Dallas, Texas. At
Dallas I tarried in earnest and :;oon receivtd the gift of the Spirit. I went to
the alt;ir on Christmas E,·e and said to
Cod, "I now mean business and am not
going to leave this pl.1cc uutil I receive
my bapti~m. if I have lo stay here all
night or all week." God met me al about
I I p. m. when l received the preciou~
gift of the Holy Ghost. I tarried I I
months before recei,ing it, because I was
so full of Presb\'terial)ism and other isms
of my 0¼11. ~ly mind as wdl as mr
heart had to be cleansed from nil these
things before I could receive my baptism.
There was another thing that stood in
my way and it was this. l wanted lo be
baptizrd my own way and not the Lord's
way. f d:d not want lo receive the experience ;n public at the altar, but privately in my room. \Vhen I was willing
to be b11ptized God's ,,·ay He mei me.
T rectived the Holy Spirit in the tabernacle at Dalhs, in the sawdust nt the
altar-just ,d,ere J did not want to.
In spite of what the dc,il ancl men
s;,id ilgaimt the Pentecostal movement I
felt that it was of God. for T saw that
these baptized people had a joJ; and power thal I did not J"X)S$CSS. To receive
the infilling of the Spirit one must mean
business with the Lord.
This i~ the richest gift that the Christian can receive. l Ie needs it tor the
understanding of God·s \Vord and for
1hr :inointing in pn.•aching and service.
Chris! "aid. "Ye shall receive power.
after that the I iolr Ghost is come upon
you." The very fact that the devil does
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not want the Christian to have this gift
is the best argument that he should have
it. To those who are set-king the baptism I would say that you ought not let
any one dissuade you. but know that it
is for you, for it is the promise of the
Father.
To come into this experience we must
give up everything contrary lo the will C1f
Cod and keep on tarrying-if only a
few minutes at a lillle-as that will keep
the mind on Christ. Acts 2:39 proves
that it is for us as well as the apostles.
My desire in relating my experience
in seeking the Holy Spirit i, that it will
be helpful to others who are seeking.
Especially does the minist1y need the
baptism.

The Prayer of Importunity
By W. E. Moody

"Because of his importunity he will
rise and give him a~ many as he nccdeth."
Luke 11 :8.
One of the chief elements in real prayer is importunity. And yet it is just at
Jesus
this point that most of us fail.
said. ''!\1en ought always to pray. and
not lo faint... Luke 18: 1.
The majority of Christians faint in
prayer. In other words, they fail to
wait until the an~wer comes. It is only
the f cw who hold on in prayer until the
answer is reali:ed.
"And shall not God a\'enge his own
elect. which cry day and night unto
him, though he hear long with them?"
"ARGUE-M£NTS"
Luke 18: 7. Mark the e..--<pression "da,·
B!I Watson Argue
and night." It is those who cry •·da)'
There can be no Christianity without and night" unto Cod who prevail with
Him.
Christ.
There never was a day in which it
Just entering a church doesn't make a was more difficult lo pray through tha.n
man a Christian any more than entering the day in which we are now living.
Satan seems to be massing all the demon
a garage make, a man an automobile.
)(• '!, •Y. '? '(- J{.
forces he can command lo hinder our
There has been no reduction in the prayers from gelling through to God;
and it is only tho1>e who arc desperately
wages of sin.
>f.)(•~''f.~''f.
in earnest who succeed in routing the
The way into salvation is· heart first. powers of darkness so that the mighty
forces that are locked up in heaven can
not head first.
be let loose upon the earth in streams of
The Bible is an old Book. but it does salvation.
The words of Charb Wesley are
not need crutches vet.
~ J? i{. ¥ .:/• J{.
still true:
Ther,· i~ no "No man 'a land" in re"Cod's hands or bound or open are
ligion. . eutral you cannot be.
As Aloses or F:liiah prays.''
:t~ :f.

~

>!• ->I- .:1-

\Vhcn others speak evil of you, live so
no one will helicve them.
\Ve 'hill have all etemily to celebr:tle
our victories. but we havt· only the few
short hours before sunset lo win them.
,,. :(-

:{-

:.:.

:!,

:f.

Tbe Lord wants a church without spot
or wrinkle. You get the spots by touching something unclean and the wrinkle.;
by sitting around doing nothing.
Donald Gee has given Word
and W or/t the special privilege of publishing in Americn his latest series of
articles. titled "The Fruit of the Spirit."
,~·hich will begin in the March number
and run through the year. If you subscribe now. you will not miss an issue
containing these remarkable mcssagei;
from the pen of our Associate Editor.
That others may enjoy this rare treat we
repeat our special holid.iy offer of STX
FULL YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS
for only $5.00. Single subscription
$ 1.00 a year.

i

But the prince of the kingdom of Persia
withstood me one and twrnly days."
Daniel I 0: 12. I 3.
The greater the battle you may have
in prayer, so much the greater will be
the victory-if J)ou persevere. "Satan
trembles when he sees the weakest saint
upon his knees." And he will tremble
the more exceedingly when he sees you
going again and yet again to your knees
with the determination never to cease
praying until you get the answer. Whereever you find mighty intercessors there
you will find the power of God being revealed. These are days when we must
stir up ourselves to take hold of God.
See Isa. 64:7.
There is practically no limit to the
possibilities
of
importunate
prayer.
.. l "hough he will not rise and give him.
because he is his f ricnd, yet because of
his importunity he will rise and give him
as many as he needeth." Luke 11 :8.
There are some things God will give
you because you are His friend; but there
arc other and greater things that are
kept in store for those onllJ who are im•
portunate and unceasing in. prayer.
It was when the Syrophenician woman
pressed through all discouragements and
seeming rebuffs that Jesus 53.id to her.
"O woman, great is thy faith: be it un•
to thee even as thou wilt." Matt. I 5 :28.
When you are praying for that which
is according to the will of God. never
cease praying until you get the answer.
Indeed it is an insult lo God to begin
praying for something He has promised
and then to foint before we get the an•
swer. It is as though we told I lim we
did not believe Him. and that He was
insincrrc in the olfer that He had made.
Let us be careful lest we-by our unbelief-make God a liar. 1 John 5: IO.
The word importunity carries with it
the thought of shamelessness. Dr. Young
says the original word means barefaced•

If you want lo _know something
the
power and _subt1lty of the adversary in
these days. Just gel down before God in
ea!nest _s~pplication fo~ an outpouring of
Hts Sr,ml and you will sp1:edily reali£e
that you have a mighty battle on hand
Importunate, intercessory prayer ·is
largely a battle with "principalities and
powers." It is not that He is unwilling to
answer our prayers; nay, rather the unaccountable delay in the answer to our ness.
pra?'ers _and the. absolute need of imporThe man who knocked at his friend's
tuml_'V 1s occasioned by the fact that door for the three loa,·es absolutelv recountless hosts of drmons seek to "block fused to reitard the words of his friend
o~r passage to the skies." They cannot when he said. "Trouble me not: the door
hinder our prayers getting through if we is now ~hut, and my children are with me
are persistent; but they can and do de- in bed: I cannot rise and gi"e thee."
lay the answer oftentimes.
Luke 11:7.
In the case of Daniel, one of the deThe man in~ide said. "I cannot rise
mon princes held back the ans,ver to his and give thee." The man outside said.
prayer for ~ 1 days. The word that "You u;ill rise and give me, or you and
came to Dame! through the angd Gabriel your children will get no sleep. I am
was, "Fear not, D~niel; for from the here to get what I want. You have the
first day that thou didst set thine heart to bread. and I am going to have the
understand. and to chasten thyself be- loaves." And surely enough he got what
fore thy God, thy words were heard and he wanted.
1 am come for (because of) thy w~rds.
Boldness in prayer, amounting to
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shamelessnc.ss-that is what Cod loves
to see in His children. Has He not said
(Rom. 8:32) that \\ith His Son He will
freely give us all things? Then let us
-under the shelter of the precious blood
of Jesus-come with "boldness unto the
throne of grace." 1-feb. 4: 16.

"Thou art coming lo a King,
Large petitions with thee bring.
For His grace and power are such
None can ever asl{ loo much."
Let us take one long look at conditions
as they really are-the divisions, the
separations, the false spirits and false
doctrines that are abroad, the spiritual
Jearth and desolation which aboundand then fix our eyes on Jesus the Lamb
of Cal\'ary and the Lion of the tribe of
Judah, and pleading l lis merits and I Iis
mighty name, let us cry with the prophet
(Isaiah 64:l. 2). "Oh that thou wouldst
come down, that the mountains might
flow down al thy presence, as when the
melting fire burneth, the fire causeth the
waters to boil. to make thy name known
to thine adversaries, that the nations may
tremble at thy presence!"
God still answers by fire-and when
we have prayed 1/irougl,, the fire will fall
and will consume the burnt sacri1ice and
the wood and the stones, and the dust
(and Satan is raining plenty of dust these
days), and will lick up the waler that is
in the trench. And when the people 5ee
this they will fall on their faces and say,
"The Lord. he is the God; 1he Lord.
he i~ the God." See I Kings 18:38. 39.
\'('hat an inspiring record of answered
prayer we hnve in 2 Chron. 7: 1-3 !
"Now when Solomon had made an end
of praying (or in other words, had
prayed through), the .fire came down
from hea\·en. and consumed the burnt
offering and the sacrifices; and the glory
of the Lord filled the house. And the
priests could not enter into the hou5e of
the Lord, because the glory of the Lord
had filled the Lord's house. And when
all the children of Israel saw how the
lire came down. and the glory of the
Lord was upon the house, they bowed
themseh·e:. with their faces to the ground
upon the paYement, and worshipped. and
praised the Lord. saying, For he is good;
for his mercy endureth forever."
Let us prny until wr hear a "sound of
a going Ill Lhc tops of the mulberry
trees" (2 Snm. 5:24), and until we Se1>
the cloud arise "like a man's hand" ( I
Kings 18 :44). The man of faith is
always ready to cry, "There is a sound
of abundance of rain" ( I Kings 18:
41 ) ; but like Elijah he never ceases to
pray until the answer is realized in showers of blessing upon the thirsty land.

"Saw ye not the cloud arise
Little a.s a human hand.''
Lo, it spreads across the sleies,
Hangs o•er all the lhirsty land:
Lo, the promise of a shower
Drops already jrom above.
But the Lord will shortl)} pour
All tlie spirit of fl is love."

FEAR NOT
(Concluded from Front Page)
chided His disciples for being afraid of
the tempest on Galilee's inland sea while
He was in the boat with them, saying.
after $tilling the wind and waves: "Why
are ye so fearful? how is it that ye have
no faith?" Mark 4:40. In today's
storm He speaks similarly to us. He is
"in the ship" so what have we to fear?
fu followers of the Lord our hearts
should be filled with confidence and not
fear. Why do we so often permit fear
to enter in and rob us of our peace of
mind? ls it not because we have not
learned to know and trust our loving
Drawing near to
Fa1her as we ought?
God and becoming more intimately acquainted with Him through His Word
and seeking His face will banish fear.
\Y,fe have not gone to the trouble of numbering the hairs on our heads, but He
has. "Fear not therefore: ye are of more
value than many sparrows '· Luke 12 : 7.
He is interested in every detail of our
lives. Can we not trust Him ?The better
we know Him. the more we will love
Him, and "perfect love casteth out all
fear."
I John 4: 18. \Y,fe do not fear
those whom we truly love.
King David's fears hnd nnished wheu
he wrote the 23rd Psalm. Those remarkable verses breathe assurance, confidence. trust. Even in the presence of his
enemies the Lord had prepared him a
table and he rejoiced until his cup was
full and running over. Hallelujah!
The hearts of men ( unregenerate) will
fail "them for fear, and for looking after
those things which are coming on the
earth'' (Luke 21 :26), b1.1t when calamities begin to overtake the world. it is
time for us to look up and to lift our
ht"ads for our redem1>lion is dra\\ing
near. Our attitude as believers should
be just the opposite of that of an unbelieving, blinded, staggering. and hopeless
world.
But we cannot possibly become settled
in Cod and learn to know Him intimately by rushing about. "Be still, and
know that I am God." Psalm 46: IO.
"In quietness and in confidence shall be
your strength."
Isa. 30: I 5.
Elijah
did not find God in the destructive wind.
th<· earthquake, nor the fire, but in the
still small voice.
I Kings 19: I I, I 2.
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The naturalist would never learn anything
if he went hurrying through the forest
and creating a disturbance. Neither can
we learn much of God until we take time
to become quiet before Him.
How can we hear His voice if we are
listening to a thousand clamant and insistent calls of one kind and another?
When we succeed in getting quiet before
Him. He will speak words of bust, saying, "Fear thou not; for 1 am with thee:
be not dismayed; for I am thy Cod: I
will strengthen thee; yea, 1 will help
thee; yea, I will uphold thee with the
right hand of my righteousness." Isa.
4U: l 0. It is those who "wait upon the
Lord" that will "renew their strength."
Isa. 40:31.
The closing days of the time of the
end ~em to be upon us. It is. therefore,
to be expected that strange and unusual
things will take place. and as we are looking for extraordinary events their occurrence should not cause us to fear and
quake but to rejoice, for they point unmistakably to the soon return of our
Lord. "Let not your heart be troubled."
John 14: I.
In Russia many preachers of tbe Gospel are in prison and exile because of
their fearless testimony. Some of God's
people in that land think the Great T ribulation has begun, so fierce are the trials
through which they arc passing. May
,,·e be as faithful as they and occupy till
Jesus comes.
Oh, if each one of us
\,·ould really try to win at least one soul
for Him this year. How happy we
then should be l
Let 1931 be a year during which we'
shall walk softly before the Lord and
draw very near to His great heart of
love-a year of deeper consecration and
of definite efforts in soul-winning.
SIMPLE

BIBLE

STUDY

(Continued from Page 13)
rulers over cities.
The millennium ev1d\'ntly begins when Jesus returns.
Jesus also carefully explained the
signs of the time of H~ return and the
setting up of His kingdom upon the
earth. Foremost ,unong them was the
~ign of the budding Jig tree, which represents the Jewish nation. The Jews
now have their own country and flag and
are returning lo Palestine by the thousands. This is the budding of the fig
tree. Jesus said that at that time. He
would be on the very ew of returning.
The Bible is full of the truth of the
return of Jesus and the settir.~ up
of His kingdom on this earth. Daniel
saw it in his interpretation of the im:ige
of Nebuchadnezzar as one world empire
(Concluded 011 Page 22)
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The \/Vhite Dove
By Am_y Yeomans
A STORY FOR y Ot.:NC AND OLD
On Margaret \Vyn's ninth birthday
her father, Captain John \Vyn, of the
good !hip "F'earle5s" trading with the
South Sea Islands, set out on his last
voyage. He promised his ,1ife who$e
two sons were sailors with the Hect. that,
with the blessing of God. this should be
his final ,cnture. and that upon his return
he- would biu)d a ucat little cottage on
some land he had purcha~d, close lo
the seashore of course. where they would
have a nice garden and li,e happily ever
afterward~.
\X'
d :\I
So " -hen i\1
I rs.
}'ll an
· eg we~I
~own to ~ut f1o•-,:ers and a l,a~kct ~f fruit
111 father s cabin-not to mention an
• . ht .
f
I h
d
•
a1r-hg tin can o re~
omem.a e gmgersnaps- -and to hide surpr1,e texts
· 1d
h. h 1\1· argaret .had pam
I h I th
w IC.
e so a
ey
would come to hght Ju~t when th<'y we,e
special!\' needed, they resolutely winked
backed° the tears and talked about how
$0on he would return never. never. neYcr
·
lo go away again.
\X'hen the last trace of the "Fearless"
had nnishcd into that mysterious place
where sea and sky meet. they returned
home nnd began their ordinary routine of
work. Margaret at school and Mrs. \Vyn
keeping the house in apple-pie order.
working in the garden. w1iling to her
absent sailors. and above all praying.
"For," said she. "if there is one thing a
sailor's wife le..:rns how lo do it is lo
prny."
As this h;ippcned some years before
the wireless was in such general u,e as it
is today. they felt no special alarm altho11gh no ad~ice of the arrival of the
"Fearless" at its port of destination reachcd them. But when the time for her return came, and st 11 no letter came from
father who was always so faithful about
writing: and when the clerks in the shipping office could onlr shake their heads
and point to lht· hoard which bore the
inscription, " 'Fearless.' overdue .... 30
days," and ~ay they had no information
but wrre sure that Captain ,,,rn. who
w:is one of ihe best men af10.1t, in one of
the snuggc,t little hoats. with the best
crew under camas, would show up all
right, it was not so easy to he cheerful.
But. as mother said, she had learned to
pray and get an answer. and Cod so filled hct soul with the assur.1ncc that He
would bring h,.r dear h\Jshand home safe•
ly ~nd that tl1e \'OVage would Le a prosperou~ one though things looked so
dark, that sh" simph• could not doubt.
Margaret caught her spirit of couiageous

faith so that they were able to rejoice
together.
.
,
.. It's just them. barbary1ans that.!
holding back the things for the ca!go,
said an old salt }vho o!ten call_ed m to
comfort them.
Many s the time they
have promised_ me my stuff next day and
not brought 1t for two week~. What
does a savage that counts by suns and
moons' and ain't never seed a clock ~r
watch and whose best Sunday clothes l~
a string of shells and a mat made of rushes tied around his middle know about time
anyway? Seeing it is his last voyage.
Wyn is determined to get the stutf out
of them, if it takes six months. and I for
d . bl
hi ..
one on t ame m.
But thou h God graciou&ly kept them
d b _g
d f ·
h
f
from ou hng an earmg as to t e sa et of their loYed one, 11. new difficulty
Y
Th
t th th C ptain had
alrfotsef.
h ~ amoun l I e h'a h
\
or I
d u~ng is a s~ce,
11
w e hamp e 1ct de t' a rebeurneat and~'. ~rhe
near t e expe e 1me. gan o 1mm1s.
quite alarmingly as the boat was weeks
and then months overdue. Finally Mrs.
Wyn felt it necesMry to give up her com!citable little cottage. and move to a
room in the third story of an old building in the suburbs of the c.ity near the
ocean, where the}' could see all the incoming and outgoing ships M they entered or left the harbor. This Meg called
the "lookout'' or sometimes the "crow's
nest."
As the weeks wore away it began lo
be incre~ing)y difficult to provide even
the eight dollars a month for their room,
11nd the agent. who always called on the
6rst of the month seemed perfectly hopeless as to their being allowed any margin
o! :.me.
•· :--.Jo. ma· am," he said in answer to
ivlrs. Wyn's timid enquiries on this Point,
"I never knew any one to be allowed to
go over their month in these buildings.
They don't belong lo me by any means
but to one of the richest men in thi;
city. and his instructions to me are strictly 'one month in advance or out they go."'
"\Veil. Meg, we will just have to pray
the harder and the more bclievingly "
said mother.
·
But there seemed no trouble about their
support otherwio;e, for Margaret could
easily carrr plenty of driftwood from th~
beach for fuel, and the fishermen gave
them fresh fish. while a kindly neighbor
made them free of her garden and potato
patch.
As to dress. mother's shining
need!: flew in. and o~t of some of her old
wedding fineries which she had intended
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to save for Margaret's "hope chest," concocting such pretty frocks for her girl that
some of her schoolmates Jealously called
her "Popinjay." It seemed almost impossible to get hold of money for that
dreaded rent day.
Mrs. Wyn worked for the neighbors
when she could 6nd employment, but
many of them were, like herself, none too
well off and could only pay for her ser•
vices in kind. Those who gave her money
often had to keep her waiting for it unul
their "men" got home from some 6shing
cruise or other trip.
On the thirtieth day of a certain mon~,
that had only thirty days, Mrs. Wyn said
to Margaret:
"Darling, tomorrow is rent day and I
am still three dollar, short. When you
are coming home from school this afternoon call at Mn. I\lotherwell's and ask
her as a special favor to let me have the
three dollars that she owes me. Explain
to her that tomorrow is rent day and the
agent will nol wait one moment-"
"Yes, mother darling; and you keep
praying about it, and I will pray every
step of the way to her house. I ~m sure
Cod is going to send the money this evenmg."
But alas I when Margaret came in that
afternoon she held up her empty hands.
''Mrs. Motherwell and all the family were
away. mother. I ran all around the hou~
and knocked and knocked, but couldn I
get any answer."
"Well, little daughter. sit down and
cal your supper; it is in the oven. I have
had mine. And I will run out for a few
moments.
I want to get back as soon
after dark as possible."
And grasping a tiny parcel tightly in
the palm of her right hand so that Mar•
garet would not see it, for it was a prec•
ious watch father bad brought her from
Liverpool when their first son was born.
and she was going to do something she
had never done before in her life-try to
raise money. giving the watch as security
for the loan-Mrs. Wyn hastened out in•
to the fast falling shades of evening. .
Now Margaret felt in her true. loving
little heart that her mother was sorely
tried, and before sitting down to eat her
supper. she knelt down and asked dear
Jesus to send help right away.
Her
pn,yer was immediately answered by
such an overwhelming sense of His pres•
ence that she looked all around to see His
shining face. But though the room was
filled with His glory, she could not see
His face or form. Only she heard such
a sweet voice, which said:
"Sit down and ask your blessing, and
eat your supper, for I am here and am
taking care of you and motht'r. ·•
Nothing ever tasted so good as that
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warm bread and milk that mother had
left for her supper. for the love of Jesus
seemed shining all about her as she ate it.
"It is so bright here," :.he soliloquized,
''I wonder if the people outside can see
the shining of His glory up in the 'crow's
nest'."
Just then there came the gentle.I tap,
like a fairy knock, at l',le window be~ide
the table on which her supper was spread.
"Was it imagination~" she asked: but
no, it came again, three tiny. tiny taps,
and without further hesitation Margaret
threw open the window. There. ci:,owding close up to the pane was the most
beautiful white dove she had ever seen.
She gently lifted it in: indeed. it seemed
to expect this for it was perfectly tame.
She noticed that it was cold and faint.
"Well. darling doV1e, I don't know what
you would like for supper. but I can only
off<'r you what I have, and you \\ill have
to be polite and eat it." So ~.1ying, she
poured half the contents of her bowl of
bread and milk on a sauct'r and was delighted lo see the gentle bird partake of
it almost greedily.
After this it seemed much revived. and
as it was mo\ ing around a little. Margaret
noticed io her horror that one of it~ slender. coral pink legs was broken.
Taking it up tenderly to examine it
closely. she noticed a slender band of
very light metal on the other lc."g on which
was printed:
"Rdurn lo Allen Lazenby, Oceanview
a.nd receive REW ARD."
Allen Lazenbv, that must he the son
of Major L;iu~by, the very rich man
who li\·ed in the great house with the tower, surrounded by the grove of cypress,
up on the hill. \Xlould she dilre to try
Y, s: it wa~ not
lo return it tonight?
dark yet: and gently enfolding the dove
in a soft woolen scarf of her own, l\1argaret pressed it to her brt'ast and ran
quickly down the ~tairs and up the hill to
where the lights of Oceanview shone down
the dark av~nue of cypre~es.
"Major Lazenbyr asked the kindly
hou~ekeepcr who opened the door to the
odd little figure. "Do you want to see
the l\lajor himself?"
..Yes," replied Margaret firmly, "no
one else \\.-ill do unless J\.1r. Allen i~ al
home. f have found something valuable
belonging to Mr. Allen 1.azenby and I
want to return it to him or the l\lajor.''
And ~o as Mr. Allt>n wa, away. Ma1garet was u~hered ri!l'hl into the librar'I'
where the dignified officer wns toasting
his shin~ before the hearth and waiting
for the dinner gong.
"Well. well, what's all this? what's
all this. child~" he enquired. not unkindly.
"Mr. Aller f.a •enhy\ lx,1u:iful "hitc

dove came to my window. Major, very
cold and faint, and I took her in and fed
her, and when she got better and began
lo move around I saw tliat one of her
darling legs was broken. You will have
it mended right away before it gets any
worse. won't you, Major?''
"White do"e! That's Allen's mo5t
\'aluable carrier pigeon worth a good many
dollars, my girl. What attracted her to
your window? \~las there a very bright
light there?
I ne\'er knew her to go
wrong before."
"I don't know; we only have one little
lamp, but I had been praying and th:?
room .~••as all bright with the presence of
Jesus.
"Well, well, child. Thank you very
much. and now give me your name and
address and I will send my man round
with the reward for the rl'turn of the bird,
which is ten dollars. tomorrow."
"Major.'' said Mar~aret, Rushing and
paling hy turns, "could you let me ha,·e
it tonight. for the agent "ill not wait one
minute for the rent. and tomorrow is tl1e
first. vou know.
We were never poor
like thi~. and it will only be till father's
ship. which is months overdue. comes in.
But I do so want to take mother the money
for the rent tonight."
"\Vhere do you live. Margaret, You
said your name was Margaret \Vyn.
didn't you?"
"At the \'ery top of the first of those
tall houses. four in a row. that face the
sea. iust at the foot of this hill."
"\Veil. the agent will never call again
until your fathN's ship comes in. And,
st:iy, you shall have your reward tonisrht.
Here, Jevons." speaking to an old soldier
who an~wered the bell, "take thi~ bird of
Allen's that this vounK ladv has returned
and S<.'C to it. Tts leg i~ broken. And
bring me ten dollars from the locked
drawer in the desk in my bedroom. Here,
take the key."
And when mother came in. iust three
minute$ after Mar~aret got back. with a
Pale face, and shadow~ under her eyes.
for sh,. had not been ahlr. to get the money
to make uo the rent. Margaret ran to her
with th<' ten-dollar bill. and a fa~e like
the morning.
"\'('here did }'OU get it. child?"
'.'Oh motlier. Jesus sent it by a little
wh1te dove that tapped at the window
wi•h her beak."
And then Margaret told the whole
wonderful story. ending with-"And
Maior said that the agent would never
call a"ain for the rent till father's ship
came in.''
"\Vhat did he mean. darling?"
am sure I don't know. mother, unles~ he meant just what he said."
And sure cnouih, the agent nt'ver call-
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ed again. And father came home after
a V0}'age that. after all. turned out prosperous. and he kepi his word and built
the "cottage by the sea." They are all
living "happily ever after'' in it to this
day, and Margaret is especially fond of
her white doves that Major Lazenby,sent
to her as a present.
REVlVAL

(Concluded from Page 2)
lusion of supernaturalism and pseudo-infidelity of modernism which are entering
the churches. The Pentecostal intensity
of apostolic preaching with divine confirmation can meet the need of the hour.
Let despairing saints be encouraged by
the assurance of God's \Vord and the
power of God in their midst, and prepare themselves for the blessing He waits
to impart.
The remarkable revival which we have
enjoyed during the last few years and
which has swept over the county of Durham. England. resulting in the salvation
of thousands of souls, began with a
humble company of people in a stable
situated in a small mining town surrounded by industrial depression and poverty.
After much intercession and prayer,
Pastor Stephen Jeffreys, a man of rare
unclion hut with no pretentious claims.
either of the deep scholarship demanded
of the denominational ministry of modern
times. or of sl)iritual superioritv-a lovable, simple. fiery Gospel preacher-was
invited to come.
The sick were healed in answer to
prayer. Christians were awakened and
revived. Sinners were enclosed in the
Gosoel nets. Faithful to the Word of
God. deep sincerity was manifested in
the evangelist's ministry. Self-sacrifice
and a passion for souls were evident in
the little community of belie\·ers. God'~
conditions were met. The mountain peaks
of fervent supolication pierced the clouds
of he:i\'en]y glory. the rain began to fall
and soon the whole district was inundated
by floods of God's cleansing power.
All over the world saints are praying
for a revival, and this subject j5 the obse~on of my life. I prav
for it. I
preach it, and T exoect it! To the saints
in all corners of God's great vineyard I
would specially address myself. Pray
through I All things are possible lo
them that can believe! nere's a sound
of abundance of rain.
He who careS!les thee more than he is
wont has either deceived thee or is about
to deceive thce.-ltalian Proverb.
"Character is what a person is in the
d:irk."
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How Long, 0 Lord?
By C. II. Schmidt, Field SupcriTltcndc11t of the R. E. E. M.
This article appeared in the p, esent
month's issue of our missionary magazine,
"The Gospel Call of Russia." It contains
such startling information concerning con•
ditions in Russia that tee haL'e thought ,t
best lo pubfoli it in I ull in "Word and
The number of "Gospel
Worft'' also.
Call" readers who taqe "IVord and
Worf/' is comparatively small and n•c
trust that those w/10 ha'l>e both publications
will be indulgent and o\·etloot the ri:petition, realizing with us the importance of
~citing the message to as many of Cod's
people as possible Editor.
·1 his prayer (Rev. 6: I 0) is a deep
groan from the souls whose bodies were
slain for the Word of God. The Word
tells us that they were under the altar,
and lifted up their voices and cried aloud,
saying: "How long. 0 Lord, holy and
true, dost thou not judge and a\enge our
btood on them that dwell on the e,uth ~"
Because they held to the \Vord of
God and to His testimony-th M is. the
Gospel. they were martyred. This pictures the result of the fearful tribulation
which will sweep over this poor and sincursed earth.

This suffering and praying is predicted
not only of the future which awaits the
belie\ers when the Great Tribulation
rag_es, but . I believe refer$ to the persc•
cut1on$ which God's people have suffered throughout the ages, every step which
the faithful and true believers have taken
being marked with blood and suffering.
having deputed from
human
God s way and 01,..ned its hc,1rt to the
powers ?f darkness, always has resented
the_ mnmfestation of God's loH~ and power m those who d.ued to stand for the
truth which C:hrist proclaimed and who
walk('d according to His principles. Thi~
hatred ~as been •due partially to their
own s~1Uen consc1rnce!. the just works of
the bel1e\ers cond,.mning their own wickedness and hypocrisy. they having a
knowledge of the truth but denying the
power of God.
_Cluist tells us that in the fagt days iniquity shall abound or, in other words. go
~eyond the usual limits. When we look
into the development of conditions in the
world ~oday as they relate to the Gospel
0 ~ Chmt, we sec a steady increase of
wickedness. blasphemy and an inten~e
h~trt'd of, all that is good, whi<·h h11s culmmated m the reign of the Communist
go,·ernment in Russia.
~'e cannot go into detaili concerning
th~1r fearfu~ rule. but we will stale some•
thing thnt 1s [{<-'nerally known, n11mcly.
that there ne\·er has been a woue hatred

"f!1c
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for Christ and a greater thirst for vengeance against the Almighty than has
been displayed by the C>mmuni.sts of
Russia: and they make no ,ecrct of their
intense opposition lo everything that s-1vors of Christianity.
Charactcri~tic of their intentions 1s a
cartoon which appeared m their newspaper
called "Bubozhnik " ("The Godless"
or "1\thcist.. ). which depicts the dethroned !"lllers on the ground and a high ladder
mounting toward hea,·en, on one of the
top ru gs of which a ,,orlcing man is
s!onding with a hammer in his upraistd
nght hand Above the l,1dder, in what
1, sai,posed to be heaven. is pictured the
l~rte persons of the Trinity: while in the
dtslance can be s.een churches that have
cr~mhl~d into ruins and large inclustrinl
c1t1es. tnnl !tave sprung up and where
man ts hard al work on hi, materialistic
program. Beneath are the words: "\~'c
ba\·e dethroned the earthly kings and now
1~c rhall proc~~d to dethrone the heavenly
kmg~ as

well.

. Th,.y l1ave followed this course ever
smce they came into power in 191 7
Th~ir method~ have changed from tim;
to time, ht!t never their goal. They still
n~" ~~hemmg _an_d working towards that
end and the victims of their infamous attempt arc, of cour-..e, the Ru~sian subjects
who dare to stand true lo God and cl'
lo th:;it which ?rings th,. onh• joy
ever <'ntcrs thetr gray and hapless !he,
namely. Jesus Christ and His Cos I
What hilyc not_ the Communists don~~
make their sub1ects mi~erable nnd roh
them of t~at which would bring joy to
n
human bemg?
It has always been a source of much
cncou~agemen_t to the people in time of
h
calamity to 11ft up their hurd,.Md
~" enr•s
h
0
1
n~ w o alone c.:n comfort, to
lo. tne
H,m who is the only One who can take
them •over
· of sulferi'n,y.,. S at an
h the abvss
w ho 1s t e cnuse of nil the woe in R . ·
USS.a
'f('
?nd w h0 .~.e w,. mg servants the Comrr.un1~ts are_. !s trym~ lo steal from the Ru•i1an mrlhons that which alone c~n
" la\e
.
th::m f rom utt~r despair.
He wants 10
tear out of their. hearts their faith in Cod
thm hands and hom'!S t~
and. out
e
precious \Vord of God.
A brief newspaper despatch slates th t
the Communists
. have iuucd an ordr r thaat
• •
Ch
II
1
m!ln~ 1teralurc, including Bihlcs
~
1s lo be dl"ltv~r~d up l,y the people In ~
\Tn_
usrd for prov1d1m" n!'wsprint pa~
,.~r. ..., nat
.
d d'
.bl
iabolical plans I \Vh
tern e an
at
heartachr there must he •:imona,. the hundreds of th011,ands who have noih·
I
ing e se
.m l he w;,y o f 1·1terature Lut the Bi',le
and

whi~~

of

,~ ho \\ ou!d gi\ c their last piece of bread
to r tam that Book.
What is llappening in Russia}
The world doe.~ not know wh1t really
is happening in Rus~1a. Sometimes when
tn prayer it seems ns 1f I can sec those
multitudes on their faces before God.
kneeling or lying prostrntr, crying out,
"How long, 0 Lo1d'f'
Many precious children of God (3
great percentage of them Christian leaders) n re suffering and d) ing in the terribl•
Russian prisons or concentmtion camps,
the best known and most dreaded of
which is on the So!oveuky Island in the
White Sea. Unspeakable cruelties arc
perpetrated by th" Russian jailers and
11ntolcl suffering drives th<'se pri~oners to
the \erge of despair until nt last their
earthly Ii{r eh s out. There is no voice
of pity. and no word of comfort reaches
the e tortured souls. They meet noth:ng
hut satanic $Chr.ming to make life as miser•
able for them as the human br.iin can in•
\COi.

The world never will learn the names
of those "ho are suffering and dying in
Ru•~i::1 today but, thank Cod. they arc
not fortoltcn. In eternity their names
will be known and they will shine as the
!tars in brightness for h,ninr1 ~ffered nnd
overcome Satan br the blood of the
Lamb and their testimony,
But among the num1 crlcss belicvcN
fate for the
who arc meeting such
Word of God thrre are just a few whose
names we know. T cstimoni~ from some
of them have appea~ed atpin and nga:n
in Tl,e Cospd Call of Russia. They
havr hcen exiled :ind arc suffdng an•
guish similar to that of thousands of other
belie,ers. We think of them often and
in our prayers carry them to the Throne
of Grace They may know that they
arc 110I forgotten. There is \erv little
we c:in do for them. Financ.i..1I ·help is
given lo their lo\ed ones, who are still
al liberty but whose hearts nre aching bcCdusc father, broth<-'r or •on is in a distnn:
prison or in exile, delivered unto a ~low
den:h.

Sh3ll we not continue to pray for
them? Let us d, all we can to relieve
their suffering at least a little. and I am
!lire if we do so that Jesus, \\ ho secs their
agony, will smile upon us. I am certain
th.it He looks upon th~e Russian heltevers and that His h:.-art is moved with
compassion because tJ-.ey, too, faint in
their desperate rituation. As the h:md•
of many of tht:'m Estle;;,ly hnng down,
shall we not prz.y that they rn:iy recei, c
ne1, strength to hold out unto the end.
tha~ lh"Y m Y r cci\'c a crown of life from
Christ the Saviour?
To give our friends n more vi,·id pieI c of what i t,1king place in these tcr•
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"011 pray for us that Cocl may ba,e even of their clothes and chased out on
mercy and help us out of this place. the sttects without l)fo,isions. And to
and reports of cyc-\\itnesaes. These arc
At times when it is a little quiet, l mal:c things wor~c people have been forthink of past days and 1l breaks my bidden to help them. I' athers, mothers
authentic, although when you read them
you may think it impossible that such
heart. I know nothing of you and with children, and invalids are delivered
things arc true, but, nevertheless, these
how you are, and when I meditate unto death bv starvation. No wonder
upon this condition of affairs my heart that one \,·rite.s: ••If Cod does not come
arc facts and indicate what our precious
becomes \"ery heaYy for I see no relief to our rescue, we must all perish. We
brethren and sisters are calle.d upon to
endure.
or liberation ahead. Shall I indeed are going insane."
1 o what e:xtfeme3 of demon cruelty
end my days in this dungeon?
Accounts of Cruel Suffering
"I have no more bread. for I ga,·c the Communists stoop is indicated by a reHere are a few extracts from letters
some away to those who had nothing, port thnt in carrying out the order to take
which show the general condition, all of
away the gold and jewels from the pei>·
before
min<' was gone.
these having been written in 1930:
"Pray. pray. pray all of you for pie, they also tear out their gold teeth.
..Lost. lost, lost, we are here in RusOne writes: "Cold teeth are torn oul of
me.
sia! I am tempted lo say,
God,
Here is another expression from the the mouths of their o,,11ecs so that the
why so cruel. why the extreme unrigh~blood flows. If only this work could be
cousness in our land~' It is terrible: tragic north:
"Is it possible that the League of ~a- done by dentists-but no, the teeth are
they drive one after another to the street
without a piece of bread and without tions can look upon us as we arc tom to torn out by pinehers."
pieces by the claws of ravenous bea~ts, n,
. helter.
Belici•cr~ Tortured
"Thousands are in prison. The suf- it were. without coming to our rescue?
That
the
Communists actually are torfering is unbelie\·eable. Most of the \('here is a Moses to lead us out of the tunng people has been pro\·ed by eyepeople desire only to get away just one land of Egypt? Ob, if Cod would only v.itnesscs. One states: ··oh. if Cod
yard beyond the border: Russians, Ar- take us out of this world by the transla- would only make an end of this misery
menians. Kirghiz, Tartars, and Jew.-all. tion of the righteous I 'vie had a prayer quickly, for we arc lost! T. died •~
all want to get away.
There are not meeting in which Brother M. spoke and prison whi'.e being tortured. W. and
3 % of the people who would not be it was a great comfort to us. but how K. are being tortured terribly. the latter's
long, how long will it be until the word
glad to get out of Russia.
lingers having been crushed. All of this is
'The militia enters the homes, drives of this text will be fulfilled, 'I will come being done to them because of their faith
people from their half-finished meals onto again, and receive you unto myself; that in God. K's. wife was driven out of
the 5lreet. I dose with Psalms 79:8, where I am. there ye may be nlso.' the house while eating and the bandit
John 14:3."
11. 12."
Communists sat down and ate the food.
The following communication is writ- Clothing and Food C onjiscated by Police Think of her f,,te ! No money, no
ten from a Russian prison:
clothes. no one lo care for her, her hus"My dear wife and children:
Another picture of the terrible condi- band in prison, and from the authorities
"I do not know how I will get thi~ lions which prevail in Russia is contained a strict order that no one may take in
letter off. but I know how hard it is in the following letter:
these homeless people l:ecause such a
for me not to hear anything from you,
"P's. funeral was held on Saturday. deed of mercy is punishable with death."
my loved ones, and so [ dare to try. F., father and Anna went to attend the
Another Russian citizen writes: "Help
When we were driven from the last service. They were ready to enter the us! We are on the verge of despair. I.
prison. a distance of about 5 miles, it church when several came running and W. has been taken away into exile. Withwas done at a pace that I could not related K. had been driven out of his ID an hour he bad to leave. His wife
maintain because of my being greatly home. He had been forced to remove fainted, but there was no mercy. She
weakened through hunger. One of his clothing from his body and in its place was dragged along-where lo, no one
the guards struck me with his sword was given only a badly torn pair of knows. A child was suffocated on the
across my back so that I almost fell trousers. His son was also robbed and way."
down. and then he hit me twice with his was left slandint; by the police with only
This will suffice to show something of
fist. Two of the brethren came to my a shirt on his body. Mrs. W. had put the real conditions. Many other extracts
rescue by supporting me under my 011 two good dresses, but she was com- from l<>lters of Russian citizens could be
arms and assisting me thus until we pelled to take them off and in exchange quot~. but any one noting these cries of
finally arrived here.
they gave her a torn dress. The par- despair will realize what is taking place
"We are here in strict confinement. alyzed daughter sitting in a chair recei\'ed in that country. They are hunted, toraltogether separated from the outside no clothing whate\'er. In this condition mented. and in some cases tortured beworld. First we were locked in a they had to leave their home. Mrs. L.. tal.l$e they do not fully endorse Comsmall cellar, 145 men crowded togeth- whose husband is in prison, also has been muni m but believe in Cod and want to
er, most of them almost nal:ed-thieve:; driven from her home with on1y a loaf serve f Jim, while at the same time doing
and murderers. Now I am locked up in and a half of bread for her several chil- their utmost to obey the general laws of
a very narrow room with 145 men. It dren. Such are the things that happen the country.
is never heated and was so damp and here. 'The Kulaks (landowners) may
Su cly a knowledge of these terrible
hot that we had to break the wincfow oerish under the fence,• is the reply made conditions ought to dri"e us to prayer for
pane.. We are almost naked and \y the officials to their pleas for mercy. Russia as never before.
barefooted. We are 50 tightly , fhe Communists strictly have forbidden
Often I have wondered why Russia as
crowded together that we can harily my one to give these unfortunate home- one of the so-called Christian nations,
tum around and the men are cut'llng 'ess people a piece of bread."
muat e.."ldure such prolonged anguish, We
and blaspheming as I have never heard 1 [t is difficult to imagine the fathomless caa11ot question Cod's wisdom and reel•
done before in my life. Conditionsl lepth of sorrow and misery of theae un- ize that if He could have had full sway
simply are indescribable.
fortunate people who have been robbed over the nations, tht> wo •d war would
rible Russian prisons and exile camp,.

will quote a few ex:tracta from letters
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not have occurred and Communism would
not be rearing its head today. W c must
lea,e these questions with God and do
one thing, namely. thank Him that we
are more fortunate, being able to serve
the Lord and testify about His grace as
much as we please. But lei u~ not forget those who are passing through this awful period of hardship and persecution.

Whal Can We Jo

to

Help?

The Lord is calling upon us to keep
awake to the tremendous importance llf
our days and to work faithfull)'. Let us
thank Him for giving us the possibility of
showing our love for and intere$t in the
Russian brethren by sending them financial help, this door having ~en kept open
by God's mighty hand. May we continue to aid them in this way gladly, perhaps sacrificing something which will
make the hours. days and months of Ru,sia 's night a little more tolerable for some
of them. This is our duty and Jesus
does call upon us and expect us to do
something for them.
While looking into the unspeakable
misery in Russia we. together with the
saints in that land, lift uo our eyes to
God, who still is on tl:e throne and who
has appointed a lime and a day in which
He will call before His judgment seat
those who have been rcspon~ible for the
suffering caused guiltless and helpless believers. As children of God we have no
thirst for revenge, but God will avcnge
Hi~ own and atone for all the injusticr
done them. In the dav when those who
dared to stand true to Him will be given
their ri~htful places of authority, ju~lice
will be meted out by Him, who alone
holds the sceptre of justice rightfully in
His hands.
Amidst all this calamit)', God is
watching over the scene and rays of
hope shine brightly upon the path of sorrow, for there is a possibility to work for
Him. This is true in Soviet Russi:\
proper. It is possible to aid God's people in that land, and it is the aim of our
Mission to lighten their burden wherever
possible. We feel the responsibility before God of proclaiming the wonderful
riches_ of His _Io':e to the Slavic people not
only 1~ R~ss1a itself but in the many
countr1~ Jy1n« close t? the Soviet borders.
A chain of. ~ospel lighthouses. stretching
from Estonia 10 the north to Bulaaria on
the Black Se~, $end forth rays of light:
and the Russians, as well as other Slavic
peoples and nations that arc not Slavic
~l~dly rec;ive the Gospel. The Ru~sian~
hvmg outside of So,,iet Russia are not under the fearful rule of the Cornmunists
and the Gospel mess~ge can be pre.ached
to them freely. God s fini;,:er has directed
us to th,.sc places and we have heard the

Macedonian call to the Eastern European
lands.
The Lord has revealed to us His plan
in connection with this work.
It is not
necessary for us to send do:i:ens of m1s5ionaries from the home lands lo these
countries, where they must learn the languages and customs of the people. fnstead we have right here in these differ•
ent fields Christian forces which can be
mobilized for God.
Again and again we have pointed out
m the pages of our magazines that maD}'
workers in this part of the world, wh?
are on fire for God and already have
preached the Gospel. are in dire poverty
and must give practically all of their
time in providing for their families, giving
them little time for evangelistic effort. To
these we come with assistance in the way
of monthly support, which relieves them of
concern for their temporal welfare and
enahles them to 1?ive all their time lo the
Lord's service. [ cannot think of a mor-:
practic!ll and ble•sed way in which to develo1> the work than this.
You need not leave your comfortable
home in order to win many souls for
Christ. All that is needed is to send
monthly supporl througl1 our Mission to
those who are willing to face hardship
for Christ in these Eastern European
countrie!. You can in this wav preach
the Gospel lo the Slavic people if you desire and the reward will be great.
Consider these rxmibilitics. Think of
the thousands in Russian prisons. many
of whom are rai~ing their weary hands toward heaven and prayina that God w-ill
send the li2b1 of the Gospel to therr
brethren. Th<>y cannot be active themselve~ becaus,. of being confined behind
bars, but God does an~wer their prayers.
How wonderful it would he if He could
me you to answer their fervent prayers
and brin2 the sheaves into His garner!
May His grace abound in you and mav
His love fill your heart. to that you will
feel some of the burden and concern for
these millions of whit,. people which fills
the heart of our Lord.
The above is a sample of the material

f?1md in our monthly missionary magazine. The Cospe[ Cail of Rmsia, which
f)resenls reports and facts from Russia
and the surrounding countries. where our
mis~ionaries are having their part in the
~_reate~t revival that has swept the world
smce the d.iys of the apostles. Primitive
Christianity with all its power and miracles is sweeping multitudes into the king~
dom. ~e mirit of Anti-Christ is doing
worse thmgs than ev<"n Nero in his fierce
persecution of ea1ly saint$, Send $1.00
for n year•~ subscription to this remarkable publication, Address Rus$ian and

Eastern European Mission, 7 Auburn St
Framingham, Mass.
DOES THE LORD HEAL
TODAY?

(Continued from Page 8)
uncle called to see me and said it was not
God's will for me to remain always in
bed. I replied that I should not be
there m\lch longer ( for I had not given
up hope. though the doctors and everybody else had). Then he asked if l
would be willing, when a pastor would
visit the local assembly. for him to come
and pray for me. I al once said, "Ye,,
and only too glad."
Believing for tire Miracle
Pastor Thomas Lewis, who came to the
Dowlais A~sembly on August 12th, was
asked to pay me a visit on Monday. The
news brought by my uncle made me very
excited, for I knew that the Lord was going to heal me. So conscious was I of
my feelings. that r asked mother to gel
my clothes ready. and also told my father
that he would have to go early Monday
morning to buy me a pair of new sh~s
(for the ones I had. little as they had
been used. were specially made), and that
Sunday I told C\'eryone that came in, that
the Lord was going to heal me on Monday.
Anointed in Jesus' Name
Monday afternoon just after 2 o'clock,
Pastor Thomas Lewis, Pencoed. Bridgend, came with an cider named Mr.
Whiteford. Mr Lewis asked me if I
believed the Lord could heal me, and
on my replying, "Yes," I was prayed
over and anointed in the Name of Jesus.
Spine Straightened
Immediately I felt new life going right
through me. My spine straightened, and
my leg, as 11 went into place. ga\·e a distinct "click." Mother, who ~al at the
fool of the bed saw the bedclothes moving as the fire of God's life went through
me, burning all the pain and disease out
of my system. To my mother's nnd my
aunt's surprise. I pulled my legs right up.
They thought they were seeing a vision,
for _they never expected to see me sit up
agam.
Arm and Leg lengthened
At five minutes past three I got out
o( bed and started walking about the
room. By four o'clock I was perfectly
healed; both legs exactly the same length:
my spine quite straight; and both my ;mns
the same length.
Praise God I
Perfectly Well
I a rn still keeping per fcctly well: able
to do all the domestic duties, such as
washing and deaning.
(Concl11dccl on Page 21)
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Bethel Home for the Aged
Friends from different parts of the
country still are coming to take up their
residence with us and new faces arc seen
in our midst. Mrs. Mary Olson of West
Haven, Conn.. has arrived within the
last month and is very pleased with her
new home. Three more sisters have
made arrangements to come and at least
Lwo of them should be here before this
goes to press. The rooms are filling up
and when we all gather in the dining
room we find we have quite a company.
Some of the oldest perhaps have failed slightly since coming to us a year ago.
as naturally would be expected. but in
the cases of others who have not reached
the period of extreme feebleness we have
noticed a general improvement where

f he ground drops immediately in back
of the buildings. gi\'ing one the impression that we are on an eminence. This
affords a clear view of the surrounding
country. especially in wmter when the
trees are bare of leaves. A full view of
the farm with its natural water course
running across the property and pond &t
one side, fruit trees, and shade trees, can
be had from the spac1ou$ south veranda.
Pastor Joseph \Vannenmacher of Milwaukee, \Vis., who sailed for Hungary
and Roumania on Jan. 4th to engage in
missionary work under our Mission, was
desirous of seeing the 1>lace before leaving the country. Betng a friend of th·,
work he had heard something about Bethel Home, but when he saw it again and

Fronl view' of Bethel I {ome Annex ,howinR connection with main building. pul of whirh
can ~ ,cen to 1he nghl. "l he Anno hu a. right angle wing on 1hr other sid" lo Ilic left.

there has been no physical disability.
They are stronger, bnghter and happier.
· flus is very encouraging, especially lo
the Matron, who has seen to it that
proper food has been provided and that
they have been comfortable.
We believe that many of our readers
would be astonished if they were to come
here for a visit. People somehow cannot realit.e fully what God has done for
us in giving us a beauty spot where H1s
aged people may dwell in peace and
comfort. The main building and annex could not be better than they are in
their present condition.
Both were
painted in the autumn of 1930 and their
outward appearance is most inviting. The
main building has 20 rooms. many of
them unusually large. while the annrx
has 18. We have plenty of bath rooms,
some equipped with tubs and some witb
showers. to make it unnecessary for the
very elderly lo crawl in and out of tubs
and possibl)' injure themselves.
We are both in the city and the
country, which statement may sound
queer. The post office and stores are
three blocks distant and yet we are isolated, being the lasl house on the street.

agam he expressed his surprise and pleas-ure. He stated openly that he did not
expect to find such a wonderful place.
His wish was that he could somehow get
an elderly couple out of a certain in~tution which they re<:ently entered on payment of a large sum of money and where
the wife is being forced to Lakt, medical
treatment and have them come to Framingham. They arc Pentecostal believers
and have had Christ as their Physician for
many years. To be compelled to take
medicine has grieved them much.
\Ve do not want to forget to report
that now we also have a calf frolicking
about the premises. 1l1e little heifer is
going to be raised here on our farm,
where she was born, and we expect she
1s going to give us plenty of milk in
about two years.
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is.: of more.
It may be that others of
God's people have foodstuffs which can
lie spared and wl1ich would help to feed
our family. l f so, kindly send to Bethel
Home for the Aged. 7 Auburn St..
l· ramingham, Mass. Any help you can
give will be valued by us most highly.
Don't forget to breathe up a prayer to
God for the Matron, i\lrs. P. Swartz. as
her duties are many. Caring for elderly
people is not the ea~iest t.,sk in the world
and at times much strength, grace and
patience are needed. We know she will
appreciate your remembrance of hel' when
before the Lord in prayer.

BLESS YOUR OWN CHURCH
Subscribe for a regular monthly bundle
of Word and Work. Divisions and dif•
ficulties often arise through false doctrines coming into the assembly. h IS
WORTH WHIL£ to have Word and Work
freely distributed among the members of
your church and so keep strange teachmgs from fastening on the people. through
wolves that may creep into the Rock. A
BU:--:DLl'. OF 20 COPIES only a dollar
a month: 50 COPIES only $2.00 a month.
Each issue contains the full message.
both in testimony and teaching on salvallon, healing, the baptism in the Spirit. the
soon coming of Jesus, and e,·ery essential
leaching of the Full Gospel. What
l\ill it mean to have the members of your
assembly become established in sound
doctrine? If you desire it, we will print the
name and addre~s of the assembly, the
time of meeting~. Lhe paslor's name, on
our back page directory of assemblies.
When through reading the copies, they
may be handed out as tracts and so be
used lo interest outsiders.
Send your order today. Try it for a
month or two and see the blessing that
resuils. Address: Russian and Eastern
European Mission, 7 Auburn St., Framingham. Mass.
DOES THE LORD HEAL
TODAY?

(Concluded from Page 20.)
Praise His Holy Name I Dear reader. give your heart to the Lord JesuJ
Christ; and suffering one, lrust H1m for
your healing.
•·1 am a wonder unto many:
Cod alone the change hath wrought."
(Miss) Braillen Thomas
I 15. High Street,
Penydarren
Merthyr. S. Wales.

Beside-s money gifts for the maintenance of the Home, we have received
special gifts with which to purchase <ome
needed articles. Contributions in kind als.:,
have been sent to us, including a sack of
Wheatlcts (a new breakfast food) from
a miller. We were informed that if we
·1 he greate-st victories ever witnessea
liked it he would send more. It is ex- by the peoµle of God have been the recellent and we praise God for the prom- sults of fasting and prayer.--S/ian,
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$244.16
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Choice Books and Bibles
$11.85 Bible for $7.85

This Momh's Dollar Special
(Value $1.40)
I "Sr,iritual L<!ltcn of Madam Guyoa" by
Max \'l;'ood Moorhead, }Sc.- I ··My1ttrics of
of the Kiniid,cm" by W. C . Ste,cns, 11 remark•
"ble book on the Second Coming. 35c.-2 "Bapt1 m of the Holy Gh01t and Fire" hy Minnie
\brams of India, 25c.-l "Seel.ing Chri.i" by
N. H. Griffin, incident• and aelections pertaining
to converw,n, 3(k-1 "T11bc,rnadc Fa.,.onCl'f,"
n ~ book ,pecially prepared for our camp
rnectin~. 3Sc.-1 pound p,"ka1t<" of lrach c11Mr
en Sa!vacion, or I b,hng, or the Baptism of the
Spirit, or thr. SeM1,d Cc,min,t of Christ. or a
g~nrral autsrlment. 35,•. 3 , Qmplelc New Tc.•
tarutnli in l<OOd rcadahle lype, 30c.-6 &eh of
lint~ Gn1p~l1 (Malt., M,uk, Luke, John), 30c.
,\NY FOUR of the af.iove 11cm, po!lpaid for
,,nly $1.00.

Stories for Y ol!ng Folks
"Lucilla ;,nd Other S1,,rirs" by Arny Y~man,, 30c.- "I I my the NcwJboy," 3Sc."Grandmother'•
I illy,"
3Sc.
",\rabtlla'~
Hen," :Vic,- "Tiny Tots in Story Town," 35~.
"Our Darlin11'• Bible A. B. C. Boc,k,"
He.- "Siort<'S Fr()Ill the Old T ...1,.ment for
the l.11tle Child," 75r, "S,ories from the New
Tc~larnenl for the Lilllc, Cl ild," 75c.- "1.iabt
on 1hc Child"s Path," 50c.-"Egc-rmeier• Bible
Story Book," COO pa.-e1, 200 picturrs in colo,mak<e 1hc stone• pla.m even ta little folk,. Th,.
lan¥Ua.e i, oim::,le cnc-ueh for childr,:n lo eu1ly
rc;id. l'errnb nnd Sundav School 1cochcu hnd
it most helpful. $2.00 p;,,:pa,d.

For Young Men and Women
BLAUTIFUL C RI HOOD by Mabe,!
I la.le. a.111\S to hdp ·.iris strui:mling with lhe
probl,mi of thm teen,. P,irc $1.00 postpnid.
IDEALS Of E,\RNE.ST YOlrfH by A.
T, Row(', Mannon. romr,aoionr, amusements,
life work. 1dation to Clm,1 arc di,cu»ed. wilh
illu,lrations from the livn of well known mm.

Price $1.00.

Distribute These Gospels
C'lrry " li1tlc Gospd to gi\•e out, lo mid al
the t~bfo \,hen the fnmily are together, Lar(I<:,
<'n•y to rend print. ,\ sci of 4 Co$peb. M41t,,
Mar~. 1.ukc, John, mailed lo o.ny 11dd,= for
'>c. Order one ~t for each mcmb<"T of your
family. or Sunday School clue. 100 of these
C011pcl• for only one d<>llar postpaid. This i,
l·dow cost of n,onuflctur~ llnU in addition we
1 ay the po!tMe, that the Word of Cod may
he freely dhtributcd. Thi, orler it ~•,od only
as long a. our su1lpiy holds out. ~o ord<t ioday,

CROSS WORD PUZZLES r- ROM THE.
E, hand,omch· bound, familiariies one

BIBI
with
drn!A
Bibi~

1400 01\hl"'I .;r I~"'""'· plnccs :1nJ ,nciin the S rip111re,,. Cech de6nition has •
rdercncC' by v,-hicl, tl1<· v. ord ••n be7.,.
<"alC'd if loo hard 10 curu. In thi, ""ay ,. fas•
,·in..ling Bil,le ,111dy accompanies the sol.ing of
c11d1 p1111.IC'. \'('e ,,ill ,end 2 books for the
r1icc of one ($1.25) or on" for $1.00.
0

Address all Idlers and make all r<mitt1.nt<~
,., RuS5inn and Ea,tC'rn Europe.in Misiion. 7
"'.ub11rn St., Framingham, Mau.

Kine Jame• ,~nion, lnd1• paper,

extra lo,gc

1-rin1, ,cH•rronountin2, concordance, ,ection of
while roges for writing not<"S and outhr.e1, com•
pleto coh,mn rdcrencu. Durahk Rcxible Mo•
rocco (goat) hindin1,1. ovr.rlappin11 coven ,,_;,h
indcslrurtibt,. linir.rs, <"armine under pure 110:d
<"<lges, pure aol<l title. orens Bat. 1<> back wth
never brc11k. Si1.e 5 1-4 Ly 8 inche. and only
I inch in thickneu, The Holman people elate
that this i, the M~ IUBLE THAT C\N BE M.\O&,
The price of 1hi, unexcelt,,d Bil>lc ia $11.85
BUT WE AR£ ~F.t.Ll'<C IT fOR O'<LY $7.85 and
\\e

(lll)'

1hr po,toge,

Best All Around Bible
L11rge hlack face I)'~ on ftne pap<r is easily
read Ly younz and old. Black di inity circuit
binding. overlapping covers, gc1111ine leather,
Morocco g, ain and foicn lined to cdic, rou.nd
comers, red under gold edges. h<e11d h.>nd and

mnrker. Complete concordance, center column
refc,enccs, ~If pronouncin~. lhumL•index to
books. Also 240 pagCf. of uncxcell,d helpa lo
Bible s.udy indudin~ index of Bible texts,
•~ nr.,pacs of lxiok, of the Bibk three ~Y'kms for
rendin11 the Bible tl-.rouih in a year. 16 colored
mall$. nnd 64 l'"SCS of important aids lo the
Bi' le tlcdrnt. This com pick Bible prepaid to
,ou for only $5.00.

Junior Students' Bible
1::s~c1nlly ad~1 led lo the need.a of lhe Sun•
day Scl:ool pupil, mcludin:i a co:nplelc hi••
tory of lhe Bible, £ynop,i• of N.ch boolr. of the

hi,tory of the lifie of the \postle Paul,
T~xt TreMury of Scripture \'crsea.
Colord 11luatrations, Bib!c •l\ldy course, 4,000
queshcns and amwcrs on tlu Bibb Sclf-pronounc,ng feature. bold fnce vc, y readable type.
Mor<><'co iraincd l,inding. m·crlapping cover,.
Prier $2.60 postpaid,
Bible,

Christian Biographies
co:-.:n:,m1Nc FOR THE. FAITH by
blma Ar~uc. The in1pirins slory of the ex•
pericncCl and campaiin• of the i\r11ue Family.
f.vAn e 1
$1.00. - DEEPER EXPE.RIE~CES OF rAMOUS CHRrSTrANS by
J mei C. L41\l<>n. Por1ra:1, and bio~raphies of
10 "''ell known Christian,. $1.50.-SPlRITl.'i\L I ETTERS OF MAD.\M GUYON bv
Mn Wood Moorhead, J5c, or 3 for $1.00. ·
The following hi.3raphi,-i of Chnali,.n heroc,
are i5c .,,...,1,, or 6 for $4.00 ( -~lue $4.50):
~fotin Luther · John Wcsley-D. L. MoodyC!i.arlcs H. Spuriecn -Da,·id Livingstone-

1,.

Joh. Bunyan ~~012c Whitefi,ld-Jame. Hudf aylor W1ll1am Carey-Henry MartinJo!,,~ C, Paton-Adoniram Judson.

Mln

PRECIOUS PROMISE BOXES on color•
ed cards, 35c. or 3 for $1.00 BREAD OF
UH: BOXES, 115 gilt-edge card•, 60.:. or 2
for $1.00.

Streams in the Desert
By ,\/rs. Cl,as. E. Co11.>mon
A n·cmderful book of daily devotionel read·
ing,. A remarkable ,tllcT. A IJ)lendid 11ift for
I irthday1, for wcddinis, for the oick. for the
lxrc.:\,·cd, for cncoura~ng young Chn.rians. for
1lrcn•L'itnin11 old 1ainl!. for you. The bt'n book
of ill kind, \ur~ctively hound. $1.50 postpaid.

A

Colden

THE BEST DOLLA" BIBLE
IN THE WORLD
Is lhe daim made for this copy of the Scrip•
New 11elf,pronouncin~ cclition for 1930.
New 8,e,iN 8vo. bb.ck face text Bihle, \'\'here•
<·~er t!1ore i, th~ need of a Rood large type
I3,hlc 1n II low price .-dicion, 1hi1 book i• •upr<!m<,
The sclf,proMuncing text 111,.k.,, it <l011hl) valU_!'Lle \\h~rc re,pon i·1c rcadin~ j, cu,1omary,
f·or tl-c Church p~w, the Sunday S. ho1l. Cl.u•
Room, the Young l•coplc 's mectinR thi, Bible i,
un~xcdl<"<l. It .-onlMni 8 black 11nd whit~ iltu,lra~ons uf accn.-s in the I loly 1..-nd.. also a shorl
c11"s of helps I<> Bible study. with 4 maps in
color. I landrome cloth bindin,:, round corner,.
r,.J cdg<.-s, This unusual Bible for one dollar
3nd a most cxtraardinary of!N of 6 of the,,.
B1lile1 for only $:>.00.

Song Books for Your Assembly
"Tol><,rnade F avor,les"

wa,

sp<'Cially

pre•

ra,<-d for nur "amp met1m1t and our regular
scnicti. \Ve ha,c a numl><-r of new books and
al,o SClme of tho•" 11.ard during the summer
"·bicb "ill be 1acrificl'<i at ,·cry low prictt at
1hts time. 50 or more slightly wed c.opics 111
I le each (rcgulnr price 35c och). 50 or more
nt•~ oopi~s 31 22c each.
Sample eopy 35c.
P<»1agc p~id on all orders.

l\lra.

Spiritual Letters by Madame
Gu}1on
>.. remarkablr lx,(pful booklct bv Max Wood
M<><;rlr."d. Illuminating quo11>1ions from the cor•
rcspondencc of !hi, famou~ saint. Price 35 cents
postpaid or '3 for $ 1.00.
0

Divine Healing
By J, Ntl$on Purr
As Cbairmnn-S«rctary of the Asscmblie1 of
G,,d in Gr.-al Brit~;n and Ireland. Mr. Parr

COMPLETE NEW TESTAMENT ha, had the wide cxpc,icncc in praying with 1hc
,:rk, as w ·It "' 1he unJ,ot-tnding of the ScripIN GOOD READABLE TYPE
turc1 nec~»ery :o m~kc him an authoril)' on this
MAILED TO YOU FOR
l'-'IJ)ic, Thi, l><,ok will strcn~then the faith of
th°"' ,ttking Cod for healin1t and clear up
ONLY I0c A COPY
m~nv matters ti.at m.1y be hindering them from
12 FOR $1.
rw•1,i0~ help. Price 3x each or 3 for $1.00
POSTPAID
postpaid.

WORD AND WORK

24
DIRECTO RY OF Pf.NTECO S I AL
ASS£.MBL ll::S
'"'c arc pleased to priol the Damea and ad•
d,..-. of UKmblica ua aound fellow hip that
Mil ta"-c 20 or more cop1n of Word unJ Wort
monthly. The bundle pricea arc a, followa:
..:0 for $1.00; 5(/ for $.l,00; 100 for $3.00,
p<»1p&1d. Each u.ue of the pap<r Wlll be pre•
pared with a view lo xt11na torth the full ao>·
pel mcuaae: ~alvahon throusl, the atoning
l>lood of the Son of Cod, I lealing throuih
H .. atripc,, Holy l.ivu,g through H,. uidwell•
Uli(, the BaptillD of the Holy Ct-t as origin•
ally received oo 11.e day of Peotec.,.t, and the
Sooo Coming of our Lord and Saviour Jcau1
Christ.
ALI.INl'O WN, PA. 836 Union St., Em1nanua1 1 lomr. full Gospel Strv1ce._ Fri, i :30;
::>un~ lu:UV & 3:00. \\'aloutport , Pa. Union
Cotpel Ser,ice, WN!. 7:30. Emerald, Pa.
Collage Prayer Meeting, 'J hur. 7 :30. Siescn•
ville, Pa, Colfytown Union SwiJay School,
:Sun. 7.30. R->bcrt S. Beisel, pulor.
AUGUST A M~ full Gospel Church, Pm•
Mecbnaa: Sunday
tccottal, 201 Water St.
2:30 and 7:30; Tue,. aod Thurs, 7:30. Ju.
H. Thornhill, pastor.
BATl LE CREEK, MICH. Church of the
Four Fold Go.pc!. 303 Maple St. Sun. S. S.
10:30; Mor~ma Wonhip 11 :30: Evening Wor•
alup 7 :30. I hura. 7 ::30. C. A Mc.Kinney,
pastor, 45 Poplar St.
BELOIT, WISC. Gospel Tabernacle , 903
Vernon Ave, Sunday: S. S. 9:.30: Prcachina
10:4~ and 7:45; Tuu. & lhun., 7:4S: Divine
Healioa, w~. 2:00. Jamea Kcallcr, pallor.
BLOOMF IELD, l'i. J. Bloomfield Pcnte•
coatal AMnDbly, 32 Civic Place. Sunday: 10:45
a.m. ud 8 p.111.
BRO:-.X, KY. Light Howe Mi.s.ioo, 4776
3rd Ave., nc,ar Fordham Rd. S. S. 10 a. m.:
Preaching 11 a. m, nnd 7 :45 p. m.; T uc,o., Thun,
& Sat., 7 :45. Bro. Ceo. 1 hompaon in cha,ac.
BROOKLYI\, ~. Y. Elruieba Auanbly
of Chrut, headquarter at 475 £,ghth St. Ser•
v1cea held al 370 ~1nlh SI., Sunday 4 :00 p. m.;
Wed 8:00 p. m. ~ L. Rol.1naon, Pu1or.
CAMBRID GE, M.\SS. Oufo,an M1Mio11
Church (Inc.), 789 Main St~ Alfred t;. Crag•
well, paator.
CAMBHIO CI::, MASS. 59 Moore S1., '11
llolin- Church of A~tolic r:'a1th. Ceo. A.
Phillip&, pastor.
lrrun.nuel Pcnlct06tal
CHICAGO , IU..
Church, 1941 Belmont Ave, St-r>ices: Sunday,
S.S. 1 :45 p. m.; preaching, 3; Wed, & Fri.
8 p. m. All Wekom~. Mr. and Mra. George
W .. Fionern. paalon. J'el. Penaacola 3054.
LLIZABE l H. N. J .. Trinity Pentcc011al
Church. 415 PCllDinicnn St. Sunday, 10:45 ud
7:)0; Tue• & Thun. 7:45. Allao A. Swift,
putor.
Bethd Allembly of
ELK! IART. IND.
Cod. 1128 lohnaon St. Herman R. Rose, pastor.
EVEREr f, MASS. Glad Tiding. Tabc,rnacle. SecoDd Si.. nca1 Boule11ard, two minutca
walk from Broadway Central Fire Station. Sun·
d•y: J & 7:30: Wed. & Fri. 8 p. in. W, J.
Mitchell, paator.
. ~REf.NF'IELD, MASS. Pentecostal Clad
,dangs Chapel, 362 Dwlicld S1. Sc.-im,
Sunday, 10:30 and 7:30: S. S. 12:15: Tue,.
7 :30 Prayer: Fri. 7 :30 Bible Round '\ able
CRE£NFI ELO, MASS. PcnteCOltal Chu;eh
of the F1n1 Born, Ma,n & Franklin S11.. L1·
hrary Ata0<:iahon I lall. I:dwin L. Aluander,
pa,tor.
HUNTIN GTON STA.. N. Y. Th,, Vine
Prntcc:oatal Church, North St. & McKay Ave.
;i!lndaya: S.S. 2 p. in.: P reaching, 3 & 8 p. m.
l uc,s,: Prayer H our, 2 p. m.; Bible C.1- 8

!

p. m,: Thun.: Haling Sen 1cc, 8 p. m. Elder
Hob,,rt W. Schuman, pastor.
KENOSH A, "'JS. Pend Mwion, 6412•
22 Ave. Sun. 9:30 a. m.: .3 and 7:45 p. m.;
Tu~.. Wed.. and Fri. 7:45 I'• m, H. E.
Pou1nacr, paator,
LEOMl~s ·t ER. l\IJ\SS., Full Co,p<I A,.
•cmbly, .32 Mooi..me111 ~- Meetm~ 011 .::,un•
day,, ·1 uea. and 11,ur. L. E. Voland, pastor.
LONDON , Efl.C,. Peniel Chapel, Ken11oa•
loo Pa,k Road, Elgio Cresceot, Londoa W-11
"Free Traci Depot for the Briti,b Ialca."
Senicn every evening. 7 ::30: Lord'a Day 11 a.
m. and 6:30 p, m. Ben Criflitlu, paator.
LOS ANGEl.r ~. CAI.IF. Bethel Temple,
Turnbull, paator.
323 Ju,ticia St., Louis

r.

,-...MANHATTAN BEACH CALIF Ma.nhatW\
As~mbly of God. 32no S~ and Highland A~

S. A. Jam1~n. pastor, 2904 H ghland A11<l.
MECKL11 'C. SO. DAK. Peatecoatal As1embly, W. J. George, pastor.
MILWAU KEE, WlS. Bethel Tabernacle
corner 13,owo & 18th Su., I {ugh Ulrich, pastor.
MILWAU KEE, WIS. Full Cotpd Church,
598 Madnon St. Joa. P. Wanne11J11acher. putor.
MOOSIC. PA. Full Go,pel Tabernacle,
Sprinil6eld Ave. Sunday 11 a. m. and 7 :30
p. m.: Wed. and rri., 7:45 p. m. J. t::.
Jmkina. i-tor.
MOSINEE , \\'IS. Community Church, E.
G. Block, pastor.
NEWBUR G, N. Y. Glad 'J'idmga Auem1.ly. 4 Avoca St., Albert J, Jenkins, putor.
NEWCAS TLE UPO1' 'I Yl\E, ENG.
Zion <.:hnaltan Tabernacle , Maple l'errace.
Suoday, 11 :30 a.m, and 6:J0 p. m.: Mon.,
Wed., lbun., Sat. 7:30. Pastor Wm. W.

lJWlJI.

1\£.W 1.ONDON . CONN. rull Coapcl Tab•
ernaclc,, 11 Pearl St. Sunday: Bible School,
10:30 a. m.; Preachmg, 3 md 7:30 p. m.:
Cues. \. P. mtct1na, 7 :j() p. m.; 11,un,. Prayer
acrv1ce, 7 :30 p. m.. Arthur Belanger, pastor.
Bcthel Pen1tco11al A,.
NU fL Y, N. J.
sc:m.bly, 390 franklin Ave. S.S. 2 p. m.; Scrmea J & 7.30 p.m.: Wed. & Fri. 7.45 p.m.
O. Olaon, Pastor.
Drthel T 11bern11cle,
OAKLAN D, CALIF.
1421-2Sth Ave. Sunday: 9:45, 11 :00 and 7:4S.
Tueaday EH,., Prayer meeting. Friday E.ve., Y.
P. Services at 7 :'t5. R. ll. Moon, Putc.r.
CALIF. 1- mt Pent«o•tal
OAi;:.LAN O,
Church, 3 lat. St~ nur Grove. J. l"\arver Gori•
ncr, pastor.
OAKLAN D. CALIF., Cordon-I htchcock
~,,tm, 2222--6'Jth 51.. Oaldand, Calif.
ROCHEST t::R. N. Y. Bethel rull Cotpcl
t.l.urth North Coodmao and Ripley Su.,
i larry Long, pastor.
ROCHES' ! ER, N. Y. Eli111 Tabernade
Williama St., near EMt Ave. Servicea: Sun:
<!_•ya 11 a. m. and 7 :JO p. m,: Tueada>• ud
I 11day1 7:45 p. m Beniamm A. Baur, paalor.
SAN JOSE. CAI.IF. Bethel Full GoaP<'I
M1u1on, 26 So. •r hird St. Servicet-S unday:
S.S.,2p.m .;Preachi n;,3&7:3 0p.m.:Tu n.,
Thun.. & Sat.. 7 ,'30 p. m. J. H. Spadu, pastor.
SEATI U::.. W.~SH. 1-ull Cotpcl MiMion
111 ½. Fiut Ave.'. So. Sundaya 3 & 7:45 p:
m.; lu~. and lhura. 8 p. m. WN!, Prayer
Meeeting 2 ,JO.
SEMINOL E, OKLA., R. D. 3, Clad Tidinga Mmion. H. A. !laird, paator.
SO. YARMOU 111. MASS. SuDday 10:30
&Dd 7:30. Wed. 8:00. Herbert DUl8CC. pas!or.

SPRINGl· IELD. M,\SS. Bethany Pente•
c0>1al ~urch, Cor. SpringC.eld L,d Armory
Su. Sundal!: S, S. 2:00: Preaching_. 3:30
ADd 7:30. Iucs. and Fn. 7:45. H. 1. Ca,.
~nler, pulor, 38 Beauchamp St.
ST. JOI IN, N. B. Full Co1pel ANC1Dbly.

24 Chulotcc St. ScrVJccs: Tu~.. Thun, Fri.,
& Sun. p. m. Mu,cs Dav11 in charge,
.::, l. JuHN, 1'i. B., C..\N. La11er Rwn Pm•

tccostal Aaacmbly. .21 Murray St., Mecllng,:
.::,un., J uca., I hura. lUld F n.. 0. A. ::,peed,
p.,cor, JO Murray .::,1.
5 I'. STEP! 11:.:N, N, B., CANADA , Full
Cc»pel Aucmbly. Sunday 11 a.m. ud 7:30
p. m , ~day School 2 :JO p. m.: f uea. & f ra
at 6 p. rn. I arry1ng mccllnga; Monday 8 p. m.: •
\\ rd. evening, m l,;ro,·ea I fall, Milltown, Mc.
Wyno T. S1.,ra, Putor.
SUNDE:R LA, D. ENC. Hebron Taber•
Dade, High St., E.Jst. iuca., 11.ura., Sat, 7:30
p.m, Y. P. Mon., 7:30 p.m.: Sun., 10:4S
ua. and 6 :30 p. in.; S. S., 2 :30 p. m, Hubert
l:.ntwulc, Pastor.
SYRACU SE, N. Y. Clad Tid1nga Mu,ion,
321 North West St. .:iunday• 10:J0 a.m. and
7 :30 p. m.; Wed, 7 ::30 p. m. Wm. G. \hiker, Putor.
THOl{i\W OOD, N. Y. r:ull Goepd
Ci>luch-S unday: S. S., 2: 15 p.m.; Preaching,
3:15 p.m.: \Vrd., Prayer and Praiac 8 p.m.
i:.ugcaie \V. Bmianun, pastor.
1 ORONTO . ONl. Evangcl Temple, Bond
nnd Uuodaa S11. Sunday, 11 a. m., 3 and 7
I uesday and Friday, 8 p. rn. '"Midnitc
JI, m.
l::vangcls," broadcast o.,cr CKG\V-6 90 KiloChristine
cycles, Sunday 10:15-10:4 5 p. m.
Ke1r Pence, Evangeli11: \\illa1d C. Peirce,
PUJor,
WASHl~G TQ;-.;, D. C. Full Cotpcl Tabcrna le, Norlh Capi1ol and K Su. Sunday,,
!).S. 9,30. Preaching, 11 anJ 7:30; Tuca.,
\,; ed. & Thun. 7:45. llarry Collier, pastor,
\\ EL.LESLI: .Y PARK, MASS. Coapcl
T abcrnacle, under auspices of lhc Rw.iao and
Eastern European Mission, local~ on camp
ground. Sunday School 2:00, Sunday ~rvice
J :00. Collage meeting• T uea. Phone Fram•
rnrbam 2924.
Wllll E PLAINS, N. Y. Maple Ave., bet-,cen S. Lcxinato,, and Davi, Ave1. Sunday:
S. S., 9:45 a. m,; Pruch1ng, 11 a. m, Evangel•
nlac, 7:45 p.m.; Tuea., Prayer, 7,45 p.m.·
•
fhun., Bible Study, 7 :4S p.m.
WORCES TER. MASS. Pentecostal Lallcr
Rr.sn Cliurch, 554 M ain S1., Sunday: 3 & d
p. m., Tues., I n. & Sat. 8 p. m. Special all
day un100 IICl\'\Cr, lhc 5th Suoday ol a month.
J, W. & M. £. Curley. p1111on.
WYCKOF F, N. J. Wyckol! 1-ull Coapel
Mi<sion. Suoday1: S. S .. 2:15; Pruchaag 3:
45. Tues. & 1hun. 7:30; Wed. Y. W.C.A
Pa1et10n, 2. IS; Sat, Y. M. C. A. Patcraon,
Youna People'• Meeting. 8 p.111. C. IL Cal•
lant, pastor.
ZA, ESVILLE , OHIO. The Monroe St.
Church of Cod Miuion. 521 Monrve St. Sun•
dayu 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.; Wed. & Fri., 7:30
p. rn Jennie Mitk1111eo, pastor,

NOTICE S
WATSON ARGUE I?'\ BISM,\RK . ~.D.
£van di,1 ud Mra. \'Vaboa Argue bqian 6
campaign 1n the Cotpel Tabernade al Bumarlt,
North Dakota, January 4th. Ir vou cannot al•
tend. tune 1n to Kf·YR and he~ clicm broad•
cast each Sunday afternOOD from 3 to 4 p. m.
ccn1ral atandard time.-Man in C. Miller,
4 tor,
1

AUTO FOR llETHF.L HOMI~
Our nu?"b<-n arc incre,mni al B~thf'l Hom!'
ao ,~ axe 1n need of an auto with II buch wagon
bod). \\'c have • laule chapel al \Vclleslcy
Park. 6 miles from the home. \\'r are praying
and lx-11~\lnM for a convc,yance lo lalte u1 to
th mcehn111,

